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A Study
I 
Social Conditions
in 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
by 
' 
the Class in "American Cities", 
in
Lawrence College
Spring of 
1911. 
. 
) 
Each member of the class also wrote and presented to the cl
a carefully prepared paper on some large American city; and the 
source materials from which many of these papers were written, a 
. 
deposited in the Lawrence College Library for general reference 
C. J. Bushnell, Instructor.
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Preface 
The following social studies of Appleton were made by the
members of the Lawrence College class in American Ci ties in the 
Spring of 1911. Each student was assigned a topic for investig-
ation with questions and suggestions for work, a set of reading
references on general phases of the topic, and the following 
letter of introduction to the c i tizens whom the students 
Feb. 10, 1911. 
wished
to interview:
This is to certify that the bearer is a member of my 
class in American Cities in Lawrence College, and solicits 
your kind assistance in securing information about some of 
the important social, business, and political interests of 
Applet on. 
Any assistance you can render to bearer in obtain-
ind the desired information will be sincerely appreciated. 
Yours very truly, 
C. J. Bushnell. 
Not all those approached saw fit to comply with the re-
request, and while the investigators were, of course, not 
specially trained experts, it is beleived that their obser-
va tions were made with care and that the results herin presented, 
though necessarily incomplete, are fairly accurate, and may be / 
of some value to the residents of the city interested in Apple-
ton's civic and business development.
I 
I 
/ 
P A R T 1 • 
Physical and General Conditions 
in Appleton. 
POPULATION AND PLAN OF APPLETON. 
BY 
EUGENE HINDERMAN.
The city of Appleton has a population.of about 18,000 
and is widely known for its natural beauty and prosperity. The 
city is situated on high grounds, cut by deep ravines, which 
gives not only picturesqueness, but also beauty to the loca-
tion. It is a city school of churches and other institutions 
belonging to a well organized. Few cities of its size afford 
equal musical and literary advantage and very few have such 
a great class of intelligent people. 
I 
The city is about two and one half miles from east to west, 
and about two miles from north to south, containing about five
square miles of land with the exception of the Fox River, 
which divides the city into a north and a south, but by far 
the greater part of the city lies north of this river. The city 
is made up of six wards, .five of which lie north of the river 
and only one south. The first ward contains all the terri-
tory east of Drew St. to 2nd Ave. on the north and to the 
north and to the Fix River to the south. The 2nd ward the 
territory west of Drew St to Division ST. a.nd to the Atlantic 
St. on the north to theriver on the south. The 3rd ward 
comprises the territory west of Division St to College Ave .
. 
on the north and to the river on the south. The fourth 
ward takes up all the territory south of the river. 
. 
·•• 
I 
The fifth ward contains the land west of Division St. to Mason 
st. on the south to College Ave. to Smith St. on the north. The 
sixth ward comprises the territory west of Drew St. to North 
Division St. and to Atlantic St. on the south to Smith St.
on the north. 
The wealthy residences are found mostly in the first and 
second ward, covering just about all of the first ward and the 
territory southeast of -the N.W.R.R. line in the second ward,
making the city park a central location. 
The middle or working class people are found in the extreme 
northern part of the first ward, in whichare located two 
wire factories in which most of these people are engaged in. 
They are also situated in the northern section of the second 
ward, southern section of the sixth ward, eastern section 
of the third ward and fifth ward and the northern part of the· 
fourth ward. The lower class of people are found mostly on the. 
outskirts of the third ward, fourth fifth ahd the sixth wards.
The paper & Pulp mills are located on the northern & 
southern banks of the Fox River, employing the people mostly 
inthe 3rd and 4th ward. 
The N. w. Depot is centrally located being only about 
three blocks north of College Ave and situated in the north 
central part of the second ward. The M. L. s. & W depot 
is located on the southern bank of the Fox River in the north 
eastern part of the fourth ward. This is in a very convenient 
. :• 
3place, for it is situated near the Paper & Pulp Mills, making 
it very handy for the carrying of freight of the manufactured· 
goods which are produced by these factories, and also for the 
carrying of unfinished goods to these factories. 
The Junction is located on the outskirts of the third ward, 
making connection with the two lines, the N. W.R. R. and the 
M. L. S. & W.R. R. 
The streets of the different wards are mostly all 
straight and run in a north south and east west direction. 
Most all the streets running in a north south direction cross 
College Ave. making it very easy to get to the business 
part of the town. 
; 
4 . 
HOUSING AND SANITARY CONDITIONS IN APPLETON. 
BY 
JUDSON PERKINS. 
In working up this paper I found my sources of information 
very limited and almost inadequate to get any fair idea of the 
real conditions. Another fact that impressed me very much was 
that there ia no real housing problem in the city. The city 
heal th officer told me that there were only a very few houses where
more than two families lived and those were large enough to acc-
ommodate both families quite comfortably. The city is entirely 
free from a alum district. Unsanitary homes are rather isolated 
and scattered in different parts of the city. The city health 
officer informen me that some of the most unsanitary homes 
he knew of were to be found where, to all appearances, one 
would expect to find the most sanitary conditions. He said
he knew of one home where the dishes were never washed until 
almost every dish in the house had been used. This same family 
were able to ride around in their own automobile. The unsani-
tary conditions that do exist, exist because the people con-
cerned are negligent, ignorant, or do not care. Whenever they· 
are found the occupants are notified to clean up, and if they do 
not do so in a reasonable length of time, they are compelled
to do so by the city authorities. 
There are few alleys in the city, and those are kept in 
fairly good sanitary condition. If they get too bad the health 
officer together with the Chief of police, and the Chief 
of the Fire Department get after the owners and make them . 
•· 
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clean up. The worst alleys are to be found immediately back of 
the business places: notably between Washington Street and Coll-
ege Avenue, and between Lawrence Street and Col lege Avenue·. 
However the Chiefs of the three departments before mentioned see 
that they are kept in reasonably good condition. Boxes, waste 
material, paper or rubbish are not allowed to ac cumulate because 
of the danger from fire. Residents are forbidden, under penalty 
of fine by a city ordinance, from throwing as hes and refuse in 
the streets or alleys. 
The poor problem is not very great here. However the poor 
commissioner informs me that this department extends considerable 
help to the poor 
,
but only where there is absolute need. There 
are but few destitute families in this city and not a great 
number of partially destitute families. This is attributed 
to the fact that there is generally enough work for those who 
want to work. Those men who are able to work and do not want to 
work or will not, are either compelled to get to work or 
spend from ten days to six months on the stone pile. This seems 
to have a very good stimulating effect on voluntary labor. 
Tramps and beggars do not figure on staying in the city any longer 
than is absolutely necessary. Many even leave the city almost 
before they get here. They do not like the reputation that the 
municipal court and Matt Brill 's Boarding House have established 
for themselves. This city is practically free from a poor problem. 
B Even with water that cannot be used for either drinking or 
cooking purposes during the months of July, August, September, and 
. . 
a part of October
,
and which is not very desirable the remainder
of the year, there have never been any epidemics of typhoid 
or other diseases that could be traced to the water supply 
or to bad housing conditions. In fact, there have never been 
any very serious epidemics in the history of this city as far 
aa I was able to determine. 
There is only one building ordinance, and that has been 
amended a number of times. However, it is not very extensive 
and it only applies to fire limits. The fire limits include 
roughly speaking, the north half of the tier of blocks on the 
south side of College Avenue from Drew st. to Richmond St.; 
the south half of the tier of blocks on the north side of 
of the College Avenue from Drew St. to Richmond St.; on Appleton 
St. one half of the tier of blocks on both sides of the street
from College Avenue to the c. &. N. W.R. R. tracks. In looking 
over this ordinance I discovered, to the surprise of the City 
Engineer, that the two blocks in the center of the city, namely
those bounded by College Avenue, Morrisen, Franklin, and Oneida 
Streets, in which are located the Sherman House, hte Theatre, the 
Blackstone Hotel, and·the whole row of business houses from the 
Crescent office to Strassburgers drug store, were not included 
in the fire limits. This was probably an oversight, but as the 
ordinance now reads anyone who saw fit could put up a frame 
structure anywhere in these two blocks and the city authorities 
would be next to powerless to prevent him. The only means of 
doing so would be by means of an injunction. All buildings 
constructed within these fire limits must have the outside 
walls built of stone, brick or other strictly fireproof material. 
The walls for different materials and of different heights of 
7buildings have to be of certain thickness. The thickness 
varies as to materials used and height of buildings. No wooden 
repairs or additions are allowed within the fire limits. The 
building ordinance, such as it is, is very rigidly enforced. 
Plumbing is regulated to the same extent. Ou tside of the fire l
limits one may build anything he wants to, in any way, of any 
material, and in any place he wants to except in the streets 
or alleys. 
To use the words of the City Engineer "the fire protection 
of the city of Appleton is simply rotten". Parts of the city 
are almost without protection of any kind, and such as it is,
is almost, if not useless. The three Fire Departments are 
very well equipped but the pressure furnished by the 
Appleton "Never Works" Company is far from being adequate. 
I have seen the time when there was not enough pressure to force 
the water to the third floor of Science Hall. The factory 
district of the First Ward located in the northeast part of
the city has very poor protection. A fourth department 
is needed for this ward and especially for this district. 
APPLETON WATER SUPPLY 
BY 
OSCAR SCHALL. 
There are only two main sources of water supply for the 
people of the city of Appleton. There is that furnished by the
Appleton Water Works Co. having its final source in the Fox 
River. The only. other supply is that of the privately owned 
wells, which are quite limited in number. In addition to these 
the city has a drilled well in the city park, which is free to the 
public, but is of course not very extensively used. Then there 
is the Telulah water from the mineral springs on the south side 
of the river below the city. This water is delivered about town 
by the gallon or quart, and is of course too expensive for any 
but the well to do. It is good drinking wa ter, for those who 
I 
like mineral water and can afford it. Many of the wells about 
I 
the city are surface water wells, and consequently the water from th
them is not good. In the case of the drilled wells the water is as
I 
a rule good for drinking purposes, ccntaining as it does a large 
percentage of lime. So the best supply of water furnished the
I 
majority of the people of the city is that from the Appleton ! 
Water Works Co. which has its source in the Fox River. Under 
the present method of treatment the water supply is very poor. 
The following is a table of the city water mains: 
Size of Pipe(inches.) 
l 
No. Feet. 
1370 
7139
928 
9Size of Pipe( i nches.) No. Feet. 
1 1/2 44ol 
2 21384 
3 610 
4 12391 
6 72858 
8 23323 
10 6509 
12 4033 
16 2557 
18 1636 
20 12 
Total No. Ft. l68,l5l 
" " Miles 29.95 
By examination of above table we see that there has been about
three times as much six inch piping as any other kind. 
The keeping of the pipe in repa ir in no body's business
but the Water Works Company's.
The laying of new mains and putting in of new pipe 
in done by the Company at the order of the city. 
The pumping station and reservoir of the water company is 
situated near the bank of the Fox River above the city in 
block nine, River St. The source of the water supply as 
previously indicated in the Fox River. The original supply af 
water was from two drilled wells and by the use of the reser~ 
voir the demand for water could be well met, with the 
exception of the supply for fire protection. Due however to
much complaint being made because the well water was too hard
river is very bad, for the current is not very swift at that
this respect could be improved immensely by taking the water
be more properly covered in order to exclude vermin etc.
In speaking of other sources of supply of water the ci ty
engineer said that the best source of supply he knew of was the
Wolf River. He said the water of the Wolf would be very good.
Of course the expense of piping the water from the Wolf would 
be rather high. There is a system of f il teration used at the 
local station. They have three Hewell Filters which are rather
out of date but would do the work of purification fairly well
were it ·not for the fact that they are worked about three times
their capacity, so consequently the work of filteration is very 
poorly done. 
I was unable to trace any diseases as caused by poor water
supply.
The control and management of the Water Works is in charge
of the Appleton Water Works Cc. ,J. Austin Hawes being secretary.
11
been 
about $12,000, tho this has been slightly reduced.
By the original char te r the City of Apple ton was to 
for parks for f l u sh
d r i n k 1· r· ·· foun tains an pub l i c;_. "-" it seems
the Water Works unless it 
is an expert. 
experts employed in any depar tmen t
said
o ul be t t he.. st ... en i -c d th ion gi neer
o f
The city has voted to buy the Water Works but it has been
before settlement is made. 
The service as a whole has been far from satisfactory for
a long time. One day last week watre began to run from the 
pavement on College Avenue between Durkee St and Morrisson St. 
apparen tl y coming from a le aking water main. It was fe are d for 
some time that it would undermine the pavement.
All probabilities are that in the end Appleton will own and 
control her own Water Works.
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
FOOD and MILK SUPPLIES 
BY 
ESTHER SCHOEPHOESTER. 
The main city ordinance inregard to food and milk supplies 
was passed June 5, 1907. In this ordinance we find regulations 
which are suppsed to the enforced by the Board of Health, 
consisting of three members of the common council, who are 
appointed by the mayor, and the city physican, who is a member 
ex-officer. 
One section that seems to sum up the regulations in regard 
to the sale of impure foods provides that any person who sells, 
offers or exposes for sale, within the limits of the city, any 
meat, fruit, butter, vegetables or provisions of any kind that 
are decayed, corrupted, tainted or unwholesome shall upon 
conviction be pursisted by a fine not less than $5. and not 
more than $50.00, and any article so offered for sale shall 
be destroyed by the health officer of the city. 
Another section provides that all fruits, vegetables, gro-
ceries and confections shall not be exposed for sale on the side-
walk unless the same are kept in covered receptacles or com-· 
partments. The provisions of this section do not apply to fruits 
or vegetables which are ordinarilly wasted or divested of their 
outer covering before using. The fine here imposed for violation 
is not less than $10.00 nor more than $25.00 
There are a number of provisions concening the meat supply, 
the chief of which are: that at all times and all seasons of the 
year the previses or places where the business is carried on shall
be in a cleanly and neat condition and they are prohibited from 
slaughtering any of the smaller animals, such as lambs, pigs,
etc. on the premises; also that no calf or meat thereof shall 
be offered for sale in Appleton, which when killed was not in 
sound and healthy condition, or which when killed was less 
than four weeks old or weighed less than fourty-five pounds. 
Fines for this offense $10.00 to $100.00. Further no meat, game 
or fish and poultry shall be hung or exposed for sale in any 
street or outside any shop ro store, and· the carcass of any ani-
mal to be used for human food must be so covered as to protect 
it from dust and dirt if carted or carried through streets. It 
is not lawful to have slaughter houses within the city limits, 
therefor Appleton has two jsut outside the city limits. 
Bakeries must be kept in a clean and wholesome condition 
and shall be opened for inspection of the health officers at all 
hours. All baked stuff offered for sale should be covered. 
There is a department known as the bureau of milk and food 
inspection. This is composed of the Board of Health and the 
Poor Commissiner of the city. It is the duty of the city 
physician to make analysis and examinations of milk and cream, 
meat, water, food, and drugs, of which a record mustbe kept.
Milkmen must have a license which is pronounced annually 
and costs one dollar. All cars, vessels etc. must be kept and 
maintained scrupulously neat and clean, and must be sterilized 
after containing milk, with boiling water. The duty of the board 
is to visit and inspect all places and vehicles in which milk 
and cream are offered for sale and my members has its right 
to enter at any time. Milk must be tested and cannot be sold 
if it contains more than 88% cf water fluids or less than 12% 
of solids, of which total 3% must be butter fat. There is a 
heavy fine for anyone who offers for sale milk from which the crea
has been taken, or othe rwise adulterated. 
There are thirty-eight grocery stores and one wholesale 
grocery establishment in Appleton. Twelve meat markets and eight 
drug stores. 
By ordinance No 119 the city of Appleton established a sys-
tem of inspecting weights and measures. An officer, called Sealer 
of Weights and Measures is elected by the common counsil annual-
ly and is entitled to a compensation from the city, which is 
fixed by the counsil. The Sealer is provided with necessary 
implements procurred at tha expense of the city. This outfit 
costs the city $400. and these weights and measures conform to 
the authorized public standards in this state. The duty of this 
Sealer is to inspect and examine all weights, measures, scale . 
beans, steelyards etc. to be found in this city, at least every 
four months, and when inspected and examined he shall mark the sam 
with his official stamp or mark. He is also invested with 
police powers and can have weighed at any time, according to his 
judgment any load of coal, coke, hay or grain that he sees on the 
15
streets. He also makes a register of all weights and measures 
with names of owners and residences. Every person who is 
guilty of any frauds in weights and measures shall be fined not 
less than $5.00 nor more than $50. 00 
These regulations are enforced by city officials and I 
think due to their supervision the food and milk supplies of 
Appleton are for the most part pure and wholesome. 
LIGHTING AND HEATING IN APPLETON.
BY 
W. L. VAUGHN. 
Appleton has no public heating plants, but has two methods 
of lighting:- electric & gas, but the gas is not used to any 
great extent for streets lighting. 
The lighting plants are private, being operated by the wis-
consin Traction Light Heat and Power company which has its head 
office in Milwaukee. 
J. I. Biggs is manager of the Appleton Comapny and is mak-
ing it a success 
.
The annual cost of Operation of these plants for last year 
was $ 638.19 which was paid thru the state. 
The average cost of running these planst has been about 
$12000 per year during the last ten years. the cost being more 
per year 10 years ago than it is now, because there are more plants 
now, everything being arranged more systematically requiring less 
labor and less expense all around. / 
The rates of cost to the citizens of Appleton are as follows: 
Illumunating Gas $1.45 per 1000 ft, 
Fuel Gas $1.30 per 1000 ft. but a 10¢ per 1000 ft 
discount is made on fuel gas providing the bill is paid before 
the 10th of each month. 
The only compensation that the city receives from the plants 
is taxes only, with no free street lights. 
The contracts are let thru the company which makes them
out, if it pass thru the counsil, the counsil acts on it, when 
it does not pass the counsil, the company and counsel it in a 
joint meet ing.
The electric lighting system in Appleton is considered. 
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very good. The avenue is lighted thru the expense of the business 
men, each paying his share per month, they decide when the lights 
shall be turned off and on, paying a man $5.00 per month to do 
this. They are turned on about 5 oclock in the winter time and at 
7:30 during the summer time, they are turned off on Sat. nights 
at 11 oclock and at 9:30 other nights. 
The gas lighting was not as successful as it might have 
been but it is used to a certain extent for fuel and lighting 
in the residences and in many business places. 
The meters in the city are tested every three years. Since 
the gas plant is now owned by private parties, it is being 
run on a more accumulating plan, theytore up most all of the old 
pipes putting in new l inch steel ounce laying the pipes where 
there was a reasionable demance for service. 
The electric lighting system has far excelled the gas on ac-
count of the better service they render. 
The electric plant is located on the Fox River where they have 
powerful water power, this cuts down the expenses considerable and 
the comapny can give little chaeper rates. 
Are lights placed on every streets corner over the entire city 
these lights are left on all night·we can no doubt say that 
Appleton is a well lighted city. 
PAVING AND STREET CLEANING IN APPLETON
BY 
C. H. ALLEN.
19
There are about seven and a half miles of paved streets in 
Appleton. Besides this there are about four miles of improved 
streets i.e. streets into which have been rolled a considerable
quantity of crushed stone, and a mile or so of old cedar block 
paving which was laid on a foundation of two inch boards and 
is now worm out. This old block paving is now being replaced
with new paving. 
All of the recent paving has been laid on a concrete founda-
tion averaging from four and a.half to five and a half inches. in 
thickness. In the concrete streets this is the entire paving. 
Of these there are two varieties, No1 and No. 2 No.1 concrete 
consists of a five inch layer of a mixture called 1-3-5 (one 
of cement three of sand and five of crushed stone) with a two 
inch top dressing of a mixture of equal parts sand and cement.
No.2 concrete is a five inch layer of a 2-4-6 mixture without 
any top dressing. In the creasote block paving a thin layer of 
sand is placed on the concrete and cedar blocks that have been. 
saturated with creasote under pressure are laid on this and cove 
ed with a thin layer of tar. In the brick pavings various kinds 
of brick are laid on the sand and cement foundation and the space. 
between filled with asphalt. The asphalt pavings consist of a 
layer of well tarred crushed stone covered with a layer of cement 
and asphalt. 
The original cost of paving is paid by the property holders 
with a refund of a part of the cost of any paving that may pre-
viously have been there. The cost of repairs is to be paid by the
city but as all of the pavings have been put down under a five
year maintainance contract and no paving has been down more than 
five years there has been bo expense in this line. The cost of 
paving v aries from year to year. Last year the cost of the various
kinds including curbing were as foll ows :-
No. 1concrete 12,371 sq. yd. city $7125.57 property $13,742.65 
average per sq. yd. $1.686 
No.2 concrete 6,791 sq. yd. city $5,236. 18 property $7467. 86 
average per sq. yd. city$ 23,136.00 property $39,608.17
average per sq. yd. $2.40. 
Total cost to city $33,597.75, to property $60, 818.68making a 
total of $94,416.43 for all. 
he concrete pavings are rather noisy and hard on the horses 
feet but are smooth. not dusty, and easy to clean. The
ing is a little softer and therefore easier for horses 
more durable. 
asphalt pav-
and is also 
As far as can be seen the pavings seem to have stood the win-
ter very well. In some cases small cracks have opened up but it is
claimed by the contractors that these will close up in warmer 
weather and they seem to be doing it.
The pavings put down in the two years preceeding have cost th 
the city $39,777.66 and the property $90,651,97. All of these are 
doing well except Appleton St.which was paved with gauranteed 
brick about 40% of which have proven unsatisfactory. The Co. 
however has promised to make good. 
The city council has the authority to order a paving put down, 
it can also be done upon presentation of a petition representing 
a majority of the frontage. The paving committee apointed by the 
council is is immediate control. 
The street cleaning is controlled by the council and street
commissioner who is responsible for the work. 
A force of men are kept at work on all the paved streets and 
they sweep up the dirt and cart it away incans. Every two weeks
a power sweeper is passed over the street, Men then hoe up the 
sweepings and they are hauled away in wagons,. The sweepings that
have value as fertilizer are dumped in a special place and are 
later hauled away by the farmers. The rest is used to fill in 
low places. 
The cost per month averages from nothing in some of the win-
ter months to about $700.00 in the spring. The average per month 
last year was $315, 00 
In general the streets are kept well cleaned and the cost is 
not excessive. 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
IN APPLETON. 
BY 
RAYMOND DILLING.
There are 4321 miles of sewerage in Appleton and of this 77 
miles were built during the year 1909 - 1910. The charter of 
Appleton gives the right to the Common Council to prescribe 
and regulate, construct and use of all drains and sewers in 
Appleton and to prescribe and enforce rules and conditions 
for connecting branch sewers and drains therewith and they 
can issue bonds for sewer by vote of 3/4 of the council. The 
council make general regulations to clean and repair sewers, 
stand the cost of surveys and estimation of works out of the 
general fund. The expense of building sewers up to 9in. in 
diameter is paid by the adjoining property owners and every-
thing up above 9in. oµt of the general fund. However the 
council can order a private individual to connect with the 
main sewer. 
The direct control over the sewers is vested in a Board 
of Public Works consisting of the attorney, clerk, engineer, 
(city) 3 alderman and Mayor ex offices. The Board of Health, 
consisting of 3 members and the mayor have to inspect the 
sewers and report any violations of the law which would prove 
dangerous to the public health. There are places in the 
city not in the radius of the city sewers. Here the people 
either have more or use small private sewers emptying into 
some gutter or ditch. The parts of the city not reached by city 
sewers are out of the outskirts of the city and on some small 
streets. 
The sewage of the city of Appleton is disposed of by 
means of the Fox River; the pipes emptying into river below 
the waterworks. 
The sewers might be taken care of better in that in a 
muddy season the catch basins are often clogged for days and the 
water gatters in small ponds and also the streets should all 
have good gutters to carry the sulpher water into the sewers. 
The only return the city gets from her sewers besides 
the original case of laying, which is paid by the abutting prop-
erty owners is from the persuits for repairs, services, and 
extensions and from some diacuse. 
In Appleton the garbage is disposed by the individual who 
collect it weekly or oftener and take it to the country, where 
a mojority of them live, for fertilizer or food for the pigs. 
The ashes and othr useless matter is taken to the city dumping 
ground. The men who collect the garbage charge a certain amount 
per week or month and collect the refure weekly. People who 
have no regular garbage collector usually hire one or a dray-
man once a month to remove their garbage to the dump. 
People are not allowed to throw garbage in the sewers or 
to block them in any way and the Board of Health of the city 
is supposed to see that all decayed garbage is removed. 
The city has to pay an annual rent of $225.00 for the use 
of the dumping ground and in the year 1909 - '10 paid out $46. 
50 for drayage of city refuse. The people of the city are not 
allowed to throw ashes or other refuse into the streets. 
The best method of disposing garbage is followed out in 
New York where it is baken out in barges and dumped in th 
ocean. The part which will not sink is burnt. Garbage must 
be removed because the bad odors arising from it breed disease 
and keep a city in a very dirty state and now days cities 
are all striving to be as cleanly as possible. 
PART 2. 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS IN APPLETON. 
BANKING IN APPLETON. 
BY 
W. O. OSTRANDER.
Before gi ving data peculiar to the banks of Applet on it may 
be of interest to indicate. 
First how a bank is organized. If it has for its aim a 
national charter, such as all but one of the banks of Appleton 
possess there must first be five men to join as stockholders 
in forming a banking association, these men under the National 
Bank act then make an application to the comptroller of the 
currency for the privilage of forming an association. These men 
must state their business and financial standing, andhave their 
character ahd responsibility vouched for by a United States 
Senator or Representative. The name and location of the proposed 
bank and its prospective capital must be given. of the comptroller 
approves he will forward blanks and instructions for the persons 
to enter into articles of association as prescribed by the law. 
The first directors may be named from these five stockhold-
ers. The five directors must each be a citizen of the U.S. 
and owner of at least ten shares of stock also thre fourths of the 
board must have resided at least one year in the state or terri-
tory and msut continue to do so while acting as directors. Each 
$100 share is entitled to one vote. All the names and residences 
of the shareholders must be filed. 
The directors must elect a President and cashier, as soon as 
possible, the election of a V.P. is optional. 
One half of the capital of the bank must be paid in on the 
orginazation and the remained on installments of not less than 
10% each month. 
The capital may be as low as $25,000 in a place of 3000 
or less, $50,000 in a place of not more than 6,000 $100,000 in 
a place not over 50,000; and must be at least $200,000 in 
larger places. 
When 50% of the capital is in, such a statement must be 
made and sent to the comptroller, also a deposit of Gov. Bonds 
equal in value to 1/4 the capital of the bank be made with the 
Treas. of the U.S. Circulating notes may be now taken out to 
the par value of the bonds, the Comptroller having the plate en-
graved & supplying the notes at expense of the bank. Not more 
than 1/3 can be of the #5 denomination. The 1st order must be 
1/4 morethan the par value of the bonds and this 1/4excess is 
kept by the comptroller to replace any worm out bills that 
come in. 
The officers and directors now choose the rest of the 
employees and the bank is ready for business. 
There are certain limitations that banks are placed under. 
They must sit aside 1/10 of the net earning before dividends 
are declared, for a surplus until a fund is raised equal to 
1/5 of the capital stock. A National Bank can not invest in 
realestate mortgages. 
15% of its deposit must be kept in lawful money in its
vaults. if it is in a reserve city 25% must be kept on deposit, 
- although 3/5 of the deposit of the maller banks may be placed 
in deposit in the reserve cities. The banks of the reserve 
in town may place 1/2their deposits in the banks in the central 
reserve cities there being three such cities New York,Chicago 
& St Louis •• 
Now we have a general idea of how a bank is organized. 
The number of employees of a bank depends entirely on the 
amount of business the bank does varing from over 400 in the N.Y. 
National Bank, with a capital of $25,000,000 to the president 
and cashier in a county bank of $25,000 capital. 
There are three National Banks in Appletonand one State 
Bank,- The Outagamie County Bank of Appleton. 
The First National is situated at the corner of College 
Ave. and Appleton St. Its capital is $300,000 and its surplus 
$100,000, it probably does the largest business at 'the present 
time. 
The Commercial National Bank on the S.W. corner of College 
Ave. & Oneida St. has a capital of $150,000, surplus $50,000 
It has the most imposing position and probably the finest inten-
tion of any of the banks. 
Tha Citizens National Bank is on the corner N.W. corner of 
College Ave & Oneida St. Capital $150,000 Surplus & individed
profits $50,000. 
There is no Bank Clearing House in Appleton although the 
cashier of one of the banks told me that he had been endeavoring 
for four or five years to get one organized, at present each bank 
clears seperatly with the others. The clearing varing with differ-
ent banks for different days, it might run ashigh as $25,000 on 
one bank and then it might be only $5,000; probably $10,000 per
day per bank, would be the average. Green Bay has four banks and n 
no clearing house; Oshkosh has seven banks and a clearing house; 
Superior has four banks and no clearing house. 
The population of Appleton as was seen by the capital of the 
National Bank but as the capital of all of the national banks is 
above that it shows that the banking business is good here. 
The state bank has $50,000 capital. 
Taking one bank as a sample, the active employees number ten 
consisting besides the President, a Cashier, Assisstent Cashier, 
Collection Clerk, Paying Teller, Receiveing Teller and General 
Bookkeeper, Indiivdual Bookkeeper, Statement Clerk, Stenographer 
and Remittance Clerk. The names of each signify their duties •. In 
the large banks the departments do not over lap thus, and each de-
partment has several assistants, it all depends on the amt. of 
business the bank does. The New York National City Bank, the largest
in America, has on an average 3000 letters a day, containing about 
$25,000,000 worth of negotiable paper; and has a force of 25 men 
working in 3 eight hr.shifts opening, 8 sorting this vast 
amt. of mail. 
?The bank clearings of Appleton last year were--------
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The Wire Weaving Industry of Appleton. 
By W. C. Lew i s.
There are two wire weaving mills in Appleton. The largest 
of the two, the Appleton Wire Works, is located on Union St. at 
the intersect ion of it with the Northwestern R. R. Tracks, and 
the second is located on Meade St. also near the intersection 
with the Railroad. 
The total capitalization of the two mills is approximately
$250,000. I could not get the individual capitalization. 
Wire weaving is a work that requires great skill and so 
employees are required to serve a four years apprentiaship. Work-
men begin in the lower departments such as the winding room, 
and the drawing and reaming departments, and finally work up to the
actual weaving operations. The weaving itself is all piece 
work and is paid for by the square foot, and according to the 
mesh of the weave. The other work is paid for by the day. 
Both mills are unionized and so the wage scale is regulated by 
the union. Apprenties start at $3.50 per month. In the 
fourth year they begin to do piece work. The total wages paid 
is given as approximately the same as the capitalization. 
The Appleton Wire Works employ in all, 75 men and boys 
and twenty five girls. O ne boy and one gir 1 are under 16 
years of age, but are employed upon permit. 
This mill is in operation thruout he year. During the six 
summer months the factory closes Saturday noon, but each other day
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is made a little longer so as to put in the full time. 
Both mills are quite new and sanitary conditions are excel-
lent. State factory laws are conformed with, and the mills 
are under regular inspection. 
The Wisconsin Wire Works has just terminated a strike. The
purpose of the strike was to have the shop unionized. They were 
successful in getting their point. The mill employs 17 men and 
three girls. The unionization of the shop leaves but two non-
union mills in the world. 
' 
Department Stores in Appleton. 
By Ethel Thomas. 
Appleton has very few stores that may be classed as Dep't. 
stores, but the following is as accurate account, as I was able 
to procure. 
The largest store is that of the Pettibone Peabody Company. 
They have 20 departments; The hours from Feb. 1 to July 1 are 
eight or from 8 to 5, except Saturdays and the rest of the time 
is from 8 to 6 or nine hour day. They employ no boys under 16 
years of age and few girls, these being cash girls, who are often 
there only during Holiday Seasons, and Special Sale Days. There 
are about 150 employees; the wages vary from 3.50 to 40 dollars 
a week, except Managers in charge. 
The store has a Pneumatic System for carrying money to office 
and then the regular wire carriers. All checks or slips are sent 
to the main office and a duplicate given to each Customer, and a 
record made of the amount of the sale in the Saleslady's Book. 
Each morning these checks are added up and the amount must corres-
pond with the cash receipts of the same day. 
They have their own Wagons for delivering Goods and have the 
city divided into sections or Wards which they make once a day 
at Specified hours. Each Dep't. has a Buyer, who buys .directly 
from the Traveling man, who comes to the store, or else goes to 
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Chicago or Eastern.Market. 
Saleswomen at her counter. 
This Buyer is assisted by the other 
The larger dep't. have an Automatic stock keeping system 
which shows daily what has been sold and what is left. Advertis-
ing is done by means of the Newspaper Catalogues, Hand Bil ls and 
the store has its own periodicals or Paper cal led "The Store News." 
There stools behind the Counters and a ladies waiting room,
reading rooms, and lunch rooms are being put in, in the new annex 
of this Store. They offer as Inducement to Customers, railroad 
fare one way; or express charges to outside customers. 
The next largest store is the "Geenen Dep 't. Store." They 
have forty employees., six young men and boys, the rest Ladies. 
They have one boy under 16 and no girls. The hours are from 
eight in the morning until six in the evening. The wages vary 
from five to one hundred dollars a month. They have seats back 
of the counters but no regular rest rooms. They use the system 
of Cash Carriers and each slip is kept at the Office until it is 
added up the next morning.
They deliver around town and Advertise through thro the News-
papers, Hand Bills and Circulars.
The Fair Store employee fifteen people, averaging one in 
each department. No clerks uner sixteen years of age. The aver-
age wage is five dollars a week. The hours are from eight to six. 
Seats are placed behind each counter. They use the system of Cash 
Carriers and duplicating slips. They have a contract with the 
Parcel Delivery man to do their delivering for so much a week. 
The advertising is done through Newspapers, Hand Bills, etc. 
I could get no information concerning the five and ten Cent 
Store. 
The National Consumers League is of great value along this 
line. Founded 1890, incorporated in 1902, Label is given to 
those Mfg's. of white Goods. (1) who meets its conditions; 
state factory law is obeyed; all goods made on the Premises; 
no working overtime. No children under 16 employed.
Factories are visited by Agent of League who asks for report 
of local Health Board and State Factory Inspectors. 
is satisfactorygiven label. 
If report 
Remark. Stores need Waiting Rooms. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
THE HOTELS OF APPLETON
R. T. BAILEY. 
The investigation was carried on in connection with the
proprietors of these hotels
"'-" - · 
e der the c i rcums tan ces . I w t Di ctor an · abl un t first e n t to t h e r tory and
The proprietors of these places, after they were full y 
concernin g the
. 
th e i nve s t i ga t i on we
- - - -
College had taken regarding their liquor business. One man
asked me if I had a warrant. Another man refused flatly to
answer my questions. Some replied reluctantly on some questions.
One of the th ings which impressed me the mos t was concern-
ing the saloon business in these Hotels. They demand a higher
. type of morals of their employes that their business warrants.
One saloon keeper asked me to have a drink. On refusing I was
offered a cigar, .soft drinks, etc. After refusing all he looked
at me and said that he honored a young man who did not drink or 
smoke. But this is not in the direct line of my subject. Ho w-
e ve r I am glad of the insight this exper ience
the liquor bus i nes s . 
The investigation was carried on according to the following
questions:
1. Number of rooms?
3. Average weekly number of guests, (for year)?
4. Organization and different departments of work?
5. Number of employes in each department?
6. Scale of wages? 
7. Which services are included for the usual daily rate and 
which are not included. 
The Sherman House.
The Largest Hotel in the city. 
No. of Rooms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..• • • • • • • • 120 
Rates - American Plan ••••••••••.••• 
Europe an Pl an • • • • • . .••••••• $1. , $1 • 25, $1 • 5 0, $1 • 75, $ 2 • 00 
Variety of Services. -- Postal Telegraph; Telephone System; 
Electricity; Gas; Water; Steam Heat; Baths (Hot & Cold); 
Sixty-five Employes(estimate); Bell Boys, $10.00 & Board.
Different Departments of Work. -- Postal Telegraph; Bar-room; 
Lunch and Cafe; Dining Room; French Room; Barber Shop; Sample Room.
Average number of Guests per Week. -- .•..•....••• 600 - 700.
Services included European plan. -- Room and Bath; Sample Room; 
and regular facilities of House. 
Services included American Plan. Room and Bath; Meals; 
and regular facilities of House. 
Northwestern House. 
No. of Rooms • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . 65 
Rates Am 1 r i can p an .............. $1.50 up • 
European plan 75 ... ·• ........... $.  
Variety of Services. Bath Rooms; Electricity; Gas; Steam 37
heat; Water(Hot & Cold). 
Average Weekly Number of Guests 350. 
Departments. -- Barrooms; Dining Room; Barber Shop; Clothes 
Cleaning; Sample Room; Sleeping Rooms.
Number of Employe s. -- 2 ccc ks; 2 Dining Room Girls;
2 Lawrence boys; 2 Chambe r Maids; 2 Kitchen Girls;
Ni gh t an d Day c l e rks ; and Po rter • *Cook $40 • an B • 
regular facilities of House.
S i ' 1 e r v c e s 1 n c l ude d • - · · Plan. Room and Bath.
facilities of House.
Ritger Hotel.
Number= of Rooms •••••••••••••••••••••••• 50. 
Rates. Ame r i c an P 1 an • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $2 • , $2 • 5 O $ 3 • O 0.• 
Variety of Services. -- Elictricity; Steam Heat. Bath; Rooms; 
Water (Hot& Cold). 
Average Number of Guests per Week.- ••••••••• 300. 
Organization and Departments of Work.-- Buffet Cafe; 
Rooms, Laundry, Sample Rooms.
Number of Employee 6 Wai ters 6 Ki tchen Girls 2 Chambermaids 2
Laundry Women. l Bar Tender. 
Scale of Wages. -- Waiters ••••••••• $25.--$60. & B. Per Mo. 
Kitchen Girls $25.--$60. & B. Per Mo. 
Ch am be rma i ds • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• $1 2.• - -$14 • --$15 • &. B • Pe r Mo • 
La und ry Women ·· C l - • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 1 2 - • 15 & 
. • $ • B. Per Mo. 
Bartender ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·.$45. & B. Per Mo. 38
--The Blackstone--
No. of Rooms 35. 
Rates - American Plan ( Subjeott to $1.50 up European Plan 
rebate) $.50 Up ••• $6.00 - $8.00 Per Wk. 
Variety of Services. - Telephone System; Elictricity; Gas; 
Baths (Hot & Cold) Steam Heating Plant. 
Average Weekly No. of Guests •••••••••••••••••••• 75 
Departments.- Rooms; Dining Room; Buffet; Cafe; and Sample Rooms. 
Number of Employes. - 2 Kitchen Girls, Cook, NightClerk, Bartender.
*Scales of Wages. 
Services s ame as other hotels with American and European Plan. 
--Appleton House--
Oldest House in the City. 
No. of Rooms.-··••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15. 
Rates. - American Plan $1.00
Average Weekly number of Guests. 10 - 12 Steady, 10 - 20 Meals
per day. 
Variety of Services. - Elictricity; Water(Hot & Cold); Gas; Baths;
Telephone; Steam Heat. 
Depatments. - Saloon; Sleeping Rooms; Dining Room. 
Employes. - 2 Girls; l Bartender. 
Wages. - Girls $9.00 - $12.00 per mo. Bartender $30. per Mo. 
Services. - All except Barroom in usual Rate. 
--Union House--
No. of Rooms 18. 
Rates. - American Plan •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• $1.00. 
. . . 
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Variety of Services. - Electricity; Gas; Bath Rooms; Water Works; 
Furnace. 
Average No. of Guests.- 10 - 12 Boarders; 8 - 10 Double Roomers. 
Departments. - Bar Room; Sleeping Rooms; Dining Room; 
Employes. - 1 Girl; Bartender; Hostler. 
Wages. Girl $3.50 - $4.00; Bartender $40.00 Per Mo. Hostler 
$26.00 per Mo. 
Services. - All except Saloon in Regular Rate. 
--Globe Hotel--
No. or Rooms. I • • I • 14. 
Rates. - American Plan $1.00
Variety of Services. - Elictricity; Gas; Water; Stove Heat; 
Average No. of Guests. - 6 - 7 regular; 15 - 20 per wk. 
Departments. - Sleeping Rooms; Saloon; Dining Room. 
Jlmployes. - 2 Girls; Bar Tender; Hostler. 
Wages. - Girls $4.00 per wk. $12.00 per wk. Bartender 
Services. - All except Saloon on Regular Rate. 
••Heyer Hotel--
Rooms. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12. 
Rates. - American Plan $1.00
Variety of Services. - Electricity; Gas; Baths; Steam Heat; 
Average No. of Guests. - 12 Boarders. 
Departments. - Barroom; Sleeping Rooms; Dining Room; 
Employes. - 2 Hired Girls; Hostler. 
Wages. - Girls $4.00 per wk. Hostler $30.00 
Services. - All except Saloon in regular rate 
-- Anton Koehne Hotel·-
Rooms..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7.
Rates.• American Plan $.50
Variety of Services. - Electricity; Water Works; Stove Heating. 
No. or Guests. No Boarders same for Guests. 
Departments. Bar Room; Sleeping Rooms; Dining Room. 
Employs. None. 
Services.• All except Saloon in Regular Rate. 
--Dohr Hotel--
Rooms •••••• ••••• • • • • 18. 
Rates. - American Plan $1.00
Variety of Services Electricity; Water Works; Hot Water Plant. 
Guests•••••••••••••••• 70 90 per wk. 20-25 Meals per Da. 
Departments. - Bar Room; Sleeping Rooms; Dining Room; 
Employes. - Bartender; Chore Boy; 2 Hired Girls.
Wages. Bar Tender $35.00 per Mo. Chore Boy $20.00 per mo. 
Girls $3.00 - $4.00 per wk. 
Services.• All included except Saloon in regular rate. 
--Manitowoc House-
Rooms t • I I 
Rates. - American Plan f 
12. 
$1.00
Variety of Servuces. Electricity; Steam Heat; Gas; Bath; Water.
Average No. of Guests 14 per day. 
Departments. Bar Room; Sleeping Rooms, Dining Room. 
·! 
Employes. - 2 Hired Girls; 1 Bartender.
Wages.• Girls $4.50 per wk. Partender $40.00 & B per Mo. 
Services.• All except Saloon included in regular rate. 
--Washington House--
Rooms 18 
Rates American plan $1.00
Variety of Services.• Electricity; Gas; Water; Coal Stoves; 
Baths.
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Average No. of Guests. - 18 regular Eoarders. 5 - 6 a week. 
Departments. - Bar Room,Dining Room, Sitting Room. Sleeping Room
Ernployes. 3 Hired Girls; Bar Tender; Hostler. 
Wages.• Girls $3.50 per wk. Bar Tender $26.00 per mo. Hostler
$26.00 per mo. 
Services. All except saloon included in Regular Rate. 
* Valley House. 
* Travelers Home. 
* Farmers Home. 
* Milwaukee House. 
Summary.
Name. No of 
Sherman House 120 
North Western 65 
Blackstone 35 
Ritger 50 
Appleton 9 
Commercial 15 
Union House 18 
Globe Hotel 14 
Heyer Hotel 12 
Antone Koehne 7 
Rooms. Av.Rate. No. Empl's. Wages. 
$2.25 65 
1.75 14 $120.00 
1.00 5 
· 2.50 17 601.00 
1.00 
------
1.00 3 50.00 
1. 00 3 82.00 
1.00 4 106.00 
1.00 3 62.00 
.50 
---
Guests, 
2600 
1400 
300 
1200 
24 
44 
48 
80 
48 
16 
Name. No. of Rooms. Av.P.ate No.Empl's Wages Guests. 
Dohr Hotel 18 $1.00 4 $83.00 320 
Manitowoc House 12 1.00 3 76.00 420 
Washington House 18 1.00 5 94.00 96 
Valley House 
-- - --
Travelers Home 
-- - --
Farmers' 
-- - --
Milwaukee House
-- - --
Name of Hotel #Income From Regular Rates. 
Sherman $5883. 
North Western 1610. 
Ritger 3000. 
Blackstone 300. 
Appleton 24. 
Commercial 44. 
Union House 48. 
Globe so. 
Heyer Hotel 48. 
Antone Koehne 8.• 
Dohr Hotel 320. 
Manitowoc 420. 
Washington 96. 
Totals:
Rooms. Employes. Wages. Guests. Income 
393 126 $1272. 6596 $8831. 
* No Information obtainable in These Cases.
# This is the income considering that a guest just stayed 
one day. This is by no means the true income. 
) 
STREET CAR SERVICE OF APPLETON. 
BY 
R . W. HARNE S S .
The first franchise was issued Oct. 4, 1882 to the Appleton
st. railway Company . This franchise was issued for a period of
thirty years and contained the following. The company must pay
for and keep in repair all paving between rails and one foot 
on either side. Police and fire men wereto ride free of charge 
when in uniform. Rate of fare was placed at a maxium of five cen
for one try one way over the entir line except when cars were 
chartered for special purpose and such cars are to be so as not 
interfere with the regular car service. 
Car were given the right of way over every thing except f i 
companys, police patrolls and funeral processions. 
Cars were limited to a speed of 6 miles perhr. and 3 miles 
per hr. in turning corners under the present franchise the limit 
6 miles on ourves and 12 on straight track.
The franchise was not to beconstrued so that it prevented 
the city from granting other franshises to other railway on same
streets or to grant rights of other railways to cross these tract 
The cars were placed in opperation in the summer of 1883 making 
it the oldest street railway system in actual opperation in the 
world. The first cars were run by means of a motor and power. 
carried to car by means of an over head wire the power was 
gotten to the car by means of wires running from a carriage 
which has drawn on the wires by means of wires attached to the 
The second franchise was granted 1886 which gave company privile
to change streets and extend the line franchise was granted for 
years since that time there has been three Amendments made two 
granting extension of line and one permitting change of rail. 
The company at present is known as the W. L. H. & P. Co. 
and is owned by J. I. Beggs of St. Louis or he is the largest st
holder. The company 10 miles of track within the city and pays 
taxes to the state on its gross ea nings. The city receiving a cer-
tain per cent of tax from the state for year 1910. City recieve 
4278. 44 dollars as its share of tax the company paid, this incl,. 
tax on lighting plant, gas plant and railway system. The railway
employees receive 18 cents per hour when first beginning to work 
for comapny and the company has a scale by which it raises the 
wages depending upon length of time man has worked for company 
highest wages received is 22 cents per hour employees work 9 hours 
a day on week days and 9 on Sundays. Company employes about 40 
conductors& motor men- Track and Car repair men vary at different 
times of the year. The company refuse to employe Union men. 
BREWERIES INAPPLETON.
There are, in the ci ty of Appleton, two breweries,
onf of wh1 ch, called the Walt er Brewing Company, i s si tuat ed 
on Walnut and 8th Street, and the other, The Appleton Brewing
Company, is in the fourth ward on the corner of Lake and Lin-
coln streets, just across the canal. 
Before di scussi ng the breweri es proper, i t may be 
well to give a description of the malti ng and brewing processes 
especial ly as employed by these two companies, and thus we 
may learn how beer 1e made. 
The first thing to be considered i n the making of beer 
is the mal ti ng of the barley, or what ever grai n is used. There 
are four proces ses of mal ti ng, the earliest, moat pri mi tivve 
and si mple being that which we call "flo or-malting.·" 
Before the barley is malted however, it is cleaned and 
washed. Then it is steeped :from 24 to 60 hours for the purpose 
of getting the grain to germinate. Certain rules are laid down 
whi ch determine when the barley i s ready for germi nation. The 
Appleton Brewi ng Company uses the older method. When the barley 
sheds flour on the fingers, then it is considered ready for ger-
minati on. The Walter Brewing company puts i t thru a process
of scientific analysis. 
After the grain is steeped, it is ready for the ger-
mi nating process. For tha.t purpose i t i s strewn out on the 
floor at a ·dept varying from 8 to 24 inches. From that time it
must be kept at an even temperature, varying with different brew
eries, but ranging from 60 to 67 degrees fahrenheit. The grain 
is left here from 3 to 4 days and sometimes a week, and is
turn wi th a shovel two or three time a day. When the sprouts 
or the acrospires have reached a length equal to the length of 
the Cornel, i t i s thought t O be at the ri ght st a ge When i t may
be removed to the ki ln and dri ed. The grai n :1 s sprouted for 
the purpose of getti ng ri de of certainn starchy substances non-
conduci veto good beer. 
As busines s increased, the floor malting was found 
clumsy and slow. Gradually new inventions introduced new machin-
ery, until most malti ng houses have what they call the pneumati c 
malting system. From the steeping tanks, the barley and water 
are forced thru a system of pipes and are distributed by means 
of a rubber hose, on the floors of the germinating departments.
The steep water runs thru the perforations of the floor i nto the 
ob-
sewer. The germinati ng xxxxxx compartme n ts, consist of long
boxes of a ny desirable lenght. The side walls of the compart-
ments are of skeleton steel and iron framework construction, 
filled in with hallow tile or brick, well cemented on all sides
and having solid cement bottoms and perforated floors at about 
one third of their height. on the top of the side walls are 
located rack rails on which the turning machines travel back 
and forth. The turning machine works automattcally and consists 
of e. traveling frame caryi ng a number of heli ces or turni ng screws
which reach down within a fraction of an inch of the perforated 
floor, and whi ch are rotating conti nuously i n opposite directi ons,
wh1 le the frame travels on the rai ls, thereby thoroughly turn-
i ng and loosening the growing barley wi thout i njuri ng a si ngle
grai nor sprout and leaving the barley at the same level thru-
out the compartment. This system al so permi ts the free ci rcula-
t1on of air of any desired degree of moisture or temperature. It 
was first built for a five days germination, but it usually ar 
-ranged now for an ei ght day germi nation. When ready to be re-
moved, a mechanism is brought into the end of each department
which conveys the green malt to an elevator which carries it to 
the up per kiln floor.
The pneumatic system, is the one employed by the Walter 
Brewing Company. They think it the most scientific and the 
most s atisfactory. The Appleton Brewi ng Company sti ll uses the 
floor malting system, and the management seems to think that 
they are able to produce the better beer. The malt i s two to 
three pounds lighter to the bushel than that produced by 
the pneumati c system. Certai n substances are removed whi ch 
leaves to the malt a sweeter flavor. 
There is also the cylindrical malting drum, whi ch works 
i n the fashi on of a churn. Someti mes there a dozen of these
cyli nders whi ch work i n the s ame fashi on as aferris wheel. All
i mprovement on this plan is in the placement of the drums in
longi tudinal sections whi ch revolve very slowly, making one re-
volution i n 40 mi nut es. 
When the grai n has sprouted suffi ci ently, i t i s taken to 
the drying kilns. There a.re various systems in use, and those 
interested can find sketches of them in any encyclopedia. The 
most modern and satisfactory kiln is 
the floor klin
of a series of iron trays, 10 inches wi de or more a
e 
any c o nvenient lenght, covered with closely perforated shet
malt, 
iron. By means of shfts and crank levers, the xxxxxx, when 
i s dumped into the elevator troughs beneath and is cari ed to 
the cleani ng machine.
The methods of drying have been greatly improved.
Formerly the fires were placed underneath th e ki lns. Today 
hot air circulati on and steam heat have greatly simpli fi ed 
the process.
From the drying kiln the malt i s carri ed by means of el 
vat ors to the cleaners whi ch sift the malt and separate 1 t fr
the sprouts or acrospires. From thence the malt is carried t 
the storage room or bin, where it remai ns until such time as
the brewers may want to use it. I visited the storage room of
the Appleton Brewi ng Company and found that they had about 
2,000bushels of malt. The grai n was li ght, very clean and wh
It had a sweet and almost delicious taste and would undoubted
ly, when prepared as coffee make a very good beverage. 
From the storgae room the malt is taken to the grinds
Brewing
where i t i s mashed. The xxxx houses of Appleton still gri nd
their malt by means of stones, but rollers are being used 
in all large and important Brewing establishments. It is
necessar y that the malt be crushed so that the substances 
sought may be dissolved in the water. 
When ground, it is put into a tank where water of a 
definite temperature and quality is poured upon it and cooked
The tanks in which the ground malt is cooked are made of 
Each of the Brewing Companies has two of these and they measure 
from 6 t o 9 fe et i n diameter and are about 16 feet deep.
About half way down the tank, there is a perforated bottom, and 
in the upper part the re is an automatic mechanism which contin-
added 
ually stirs the malt. Water of a certain temperature is
to the m alt, as observed before. It is very important tht
thi s water cont ai n the ri ght mi neral subst ances, that i t be pure.
. 
The Walter Brewing Company has its water tested frequently by 
a Chicago firm, while the Appleton Brewing Company has two ar-
tesian wells. 
When i t has been well cooked and properly stirred, 
the liquid is allowed to drain off into another tank where it
new 
is again cooked and certain elements are added, while the 
husks of the malt are remov ed by me ans of a hopper, dri ed, and 
sold for feed to the farmers. 
The liquid that is now being cooked has a sweet taste and 
is called wort. It is a good deal like sweet cedar before it
has fermented. When suffici ently cooked the wort i s removed 
to anoth er tank where i t i s mi xed wi th the bi tter hops, whi ch 
gives to it its keeping qualities and also its carbonic acid 
and alcohol after fermentation. The hops are usually imported
from South America, Germany and France. The Appleton Brewing 
company has imported a peculiar kind of hops from Germany which
enables them to make what they call Buck beer, whi ch i s sweeter 
a
than the ordinary beer and which is very popular drink, just 
as is the soda water among our Epworth League friends and 
members of our temperance societies.
The wort has now become what we call beer and is drained 
off from the hops and cooled. The beer is at a very high tem-
perature and in earlier years had to be cooled in vats. Modern 
devi s es has enabled the brewers to cool thei r beer much more 
quickly however. It is allowed to run over tubular pipe coolers. 
These pipes curl around from a height of about ten feet to the 
floor beneath which i s a pan to catch the beer. The beer runs 
down over the outside of these pipes while ammonia circulates t 
thru the pipes. 
the beer runs 
ammonia itself
The ammonia has such co oling qualities that when 
over the pipes, the pipes are frosted. The 
is cooled by another system of pipes over which
ice cold water is allowed to run.
From here the beer is conveyed to the vates. In Ap-
pleton Brewing house there about 20 vates hold1ng from 75 to 
250 barrels of beer. Their entire capacity isabout 2,000 bar-
rels, or 63,000 gallons.The room in which these vates are placed
are kept at a freezing temperature of about 20 degrees F. Thus 
the beer can be kept most any lenght of time. 
These vates are connected by means of pipes to the room
where the beer is kegged and bottled. It is a damp, cold 
and dark place. The fumes are most unpleasant, almost sicken
ing and those who work. here are continually soused with beer. 
Old kegs and bottles are used, but they are throuly washed, cle 
-aned and scalded before using and if it is found that the pitch
has been despoiled or removed a new coat of pi tch is gi ven them. 
Broken kegs are repaired. As far as I could see the Appleton 
Brewing establishment i s cleaner, more sani tary and pleasant
than the Walter Brewing Company's establishment. 
The brewing and malting process requires experts who
are usually graduates from some malting school. The brewer in 
the Walter Brewi ng House is a graduate from a Brewi ng school in 
Chicago and receives $150 a month. The Brewer at the Appleton
Brewing House has al so taken speci al trai ni ng and recei ves the
s ame salary. A good brewer, when he once acqui res a reputa-
ti on f'or maki ng good be er i s i n great demand.
The brewing companies are stockcompani es. The Walter is 
capitalized at $300,000 and the Appleton at $150,000, although 
it seems to me that it ought to be capitalized at at least 
$250,000. 
The value of the products last ye ar (1910) of the Appleton
Brewing Company equaled $102,400, or 16,000 barrels at $6.50 
per bl
a b arrel. The Walter Company would not say what they received,
but did say that t hey sold 22, ooo barrels a nd that thei r in-
come w st $140,000 ; at $6.50 a barrel it would be
$143,000.
I was unable to le arn the cost of production, but the 
Walter Brewi ng Company sai d that 2/1/22 bushels of barley was suf-
fici ent to makeone barrel of beer. Averaging the cost of bar-
produce
ley at 50 cents a bushel, the cos of bar ley to xxxxone 
barrel of beefould be $1.25. Add to thi s $1.0 o for revenue 
and multiply it by 16,000 barrels, the cost would equal$36,000.
Add to this $2.000 for hops, $1,000 for repairs, $1000 for feed, 
and $12,000 for wages and the total expenditure will equal 
$52,000. According to these figures there would then be a div-
i dend at the end of the year of $50, 000 or an i ncome of 33 1/ 3%
on the money i nvested, if the capi talization, as given to me, 
i s cor r ect . I find that t he same would be true of the Walter 
Brewi ng Company, thei r income bei ng $143, 000 and thei r annual 
expense about $73,000, leaving a surplus of $70,000. Of course 
these figures are mere estimates, but t hey approximately ap-
proach the average gain and i t is no wonder that that the Brewer
ies can spend money and fight so hard to protect their interests,
The revenue is quite an item of expense, and although 
nei ther of the managers sai d it openly, yet i t was apparent that 
they both regretted that they had to pay the government a dollar 
for every bar rel of beer sold, maki ng a total of $16,000 
for the Appleton Brewing Company and $2 2,000 for the Walter 
Brewi ng c omp any .
The maximum rate of wages pai d to the men of both brew-
ing comp nies is $18.0 0 a week and the minimum is $13.00 a 
week, except the brewersx each of whom receive $150 a month,or 
about $35.00 a week. The total amount of wages paid by the 
Walter Brewing Company 1 a st year was $20,0 oo while that paid
by the Appleton Brewi ng Company was $13,000. Only men are em-
ployed, except in the Walter Brewing Company's bottling depart.-
ment two boys are employed whom they told me were 17 years of 
age. They employ, excluding the two boys, 22 men, five of de-
li ver beer i n the ci ty of Appleton and vici ni t y. They ai m to 
deliver beer to each customer about twice a week, and they visit 
about twenty or more towns every week, going even as far as 
Clintonville, Shawno, Hilbert and other places. The Appleton 
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Brewing Company employs 15 men regularly, of whom have teams 
and deliver beer as do the deliverers of the Walter Brewing
Company. These men who deliver beer are usually of great size
and capaci ty. 
Rules of wo rk, factory ordi nances and laws are sai d to 
be observed. The regular employees labor 10 hours a day. The 
teamsters put in longer hours. No one is requ:1red to labor on 
Sunday, save the brewer, and then only during certain seasons, 
especially in the winter. The sanitary conditions are naturally 
not the best, altho the Appleton Brewer is the cleaner. The 
fumes, gases and xxxxoffensive smells, tho damp rooms, cold, 
cement floors and cellars are not conducive to clean healthy 
bodies or minds. Moreover some of the men are forced to labor 
in water and beer almost continually. These conditions and the 
fact that many of the men who labor in these brewers are habit-
ual drinkers, often drinki ng beer for their breakfast, leads to 
tuberculosi s, di sease and early death. I have personally
known men who labored in the Brewer for a few years and ended 
only by dying miserable deaths. Although I have no statistics
bearing on these facts, I do not believe that the average life
of those who work in the Brewers is more than 10 years after 
they begin to work there. 
I found that the i ntelligence of these men was very me-
at 
diocre, not all refined, but rather brutal or of the animal
type. However the foremen, the brewers and the managers were 
very i ntelligent, kind, and broad-minded in some things. I 
found that they were human, loyal in their friendships , and 
ready to return any ki ndness shown them. 
About three ye ars ago there was a stri ke i n each of 
the Breweries. The men went on a strike for higher wages, vary 
-i ng from .$50 to a $1.00. The managers said i t was a mi sun-
derstandi ng and had the men spoken to them before the stri ke
they would have received the rai se without any diffi cul ty. As
it was they received it and returned to work within three days.
Nothi ng is bei ng d one i n parti cular to i m rove the condition of 
the laboring men in these institutions, save that they are given
their holidays and all the beer they want to drink. Some of 
these men are conti nually soused with beer, especi ally those
who work. around the tanks, in the tanks and in the 
cel lar where the beer is kegged. An introduction of' more modern 
machi nery and better ventilation would undoubtedly being a 
savi ng to human life. The Walter Brewing Company h as a sort 
of a mechani sm whereby only a limi ted quani ty of beer can be 
had. They give their workmen from ten to fifteen chips and each 
chip, when put into the slot will permi t one glass of beer, or 
one can of beer to run out of the faucet. If the workmen want 
more than that, they are readily granted some more chips. The 
pri nci ple reason for i nsti tuting the system was that ci ti-
zens, customers, hangers on and tramps might not come and 
play hog at the drinki ng trough. 
The buildings present a respectable appearance from wi th-
out, bei ng bui 1 t ofbri ck. The Applet on Brewi ng Company has 
thought of . 
thought of bui ldi ng a park o:r garden. as has been done by 
some of the Mi lwaukee Brewi ng Compani es, but they thi nk it 
would be almost too great an undertaking by so small a concern.
Before concluding I must say that the m anagers were very
ki nd and poli t e and unhesi t ati ngly gave me such i nformati on as
I desi red. The Appleton Brewi ng Company was parti cularly 
ki nd i n showing me their establi shment and i nvi ti ng me to 
come again. The general character of the men may be 
surmi sed from the following i nci dent. In the engi ne room of the 
Wal ter Brewi ng Company there were several men who looked at one 
another askance and smi led as we passed thru. We had no sooner 
reached the door and they began to sing: "Every body works but 
father Mr. Smith,
the Manager of the Appleton Brewing Company, had literature on 
his desk giving information averse to what no-license had done 
for a dry town. As I was about to leave, he started to make 
a speech defendi ng his trade, although I had sai d nothi ng dero-
gatory concerning it. He endeavored to justify the Brewing busi-
ness from a moral standpoint, saying that we WhO criticized
di d not know human nature and were ourselves to blame. He 
C 
could quote sri pture to hi s advant age saying that i f beer or 
whi skey caused us to of f end cut it out. It i s a part of a man ' s 
personal li berty. 11 If thy hand offend thee, cut i t off; •••• 
If thy foot offend thee, cut i t off;...... and i f thy eye of-
fend thee, pluck i t out •••• " was used to substanti ate hi s 
argument. 
ECONOMIC LABOR ORGANIZATIONS IN APPLETON.
BY
GEO. C.FANNON.
Trade unions are organized to give the working class an equa-
lity of bargaining power, raise wages and uplift the morals of 
workman. The unions do not always carry out these standards, but 
they are carried out as near as possible. They try to get the be
and most skilled workman in their organization and this way are a 
benifit to their employer. 
There are eleven branches of unionized labor here, which 
consists of the laborers, butchers, brick layers and masons, carpen
ters, cigar makers, painters, plumbers, wire weavers, electrician
printers and brewery workers. The total membership of these bran-
ches combined is about 750. 
The advantages gained by trade unions in the city are not 
very great, because of the small membership of these but never th 
less, some have gained. For instance the barbers enforced the Sun-
day closing rule, the wire weavers raised their wages from 15 
dollars to 35 dollars per week, the cigar makers lowered their 
hours from 10 to 9, and the carpenters raised their wages from 
17 1/2cents to 30 cents per hour, and expect to raise to 35. 
A building and loan association is an association of people 
authorized by law, for the purpose of ecomomially acquiring home 
steads for its members. Its chief objects are to assist a man 
earning a moderate salary to acquire a home by paying into the 
association small monthly dues. The stock of the local association
is valued at 50 dollars per share. Shares may be bought by paying
small monthly amounts.
A person loaning money pays a certain fixed sum ever month 
for eleven years. At the end of this time he has paid for his 
stock, and also acquired a home. 
There is one building and loan association in this city. 
Its name is the Mutual Loan and Building Association of Appleton 
Wisconsin. The offices of the local association are in the Post 
Publishing Building. About 250 people have money invested in the 
association. About 60 of which are taking advantage of the laon 
feature, those not using this feature receive 6% interest upon the
savings. 
The laon associations are subject to state inspection, and 
must make a full statement of their business, at the request of 
any stockholder. 
Should a stockholder die, whatever amount is due to his cre-
dit is within 90 days turned to his estate. 
Should a person loaning money fail to pay for 6 consecutive 
months, the morgate which he gives the association as security 
for the laon becomes due, and mey be foreclosed, but this is 
rarely done. 
The attorney for the local association makes the statement 
that bo foreclosers have been made for the last five years. 
There is over 100 insurance companies orsocieties, represen-
ted in Appleton, that is counting secret societies and labor unio-
About 75% of the people of this city have their lives insured. 
The socialists party is not very strong in Appleton the 
nunber of votes cast is about 150. 
About two years ago there were only 50 socialist votes cast,
100 being gained in two years. The party has meetings monthly 
in the rooms of the Trades of labor in this city is composed 
mostly of the laboring class. 
PART 3. 
GOVERNMENTAL AND MORAL CONDITIONS IN 
APPLETON.
BY 
H. H. HEIDEN.
The chief executive of the city of Appleton· is the mayor,
who is chosen by the people at large composed of the voters of 
votes cast for t he mayor. He ho lds his posit ion for a term of 
two years, receiving a salary of five hundred dollars for each 
year in office is directly responsible to the people of the city.
It is his chief duty to preside over the meetings of the
common council and take care that the laws of the state and the 
ordinances of the city are duly observed and enforced, and that al
executive officers of the city discharge thei repsective duties, 
He must also from time to time, give the common council such infor
mat ion and recommend suc h measures in wr it ing as he shall deem
advantageous for the city. He is chief executive officer and 
head of the police department of the city and may a point as many
special or temp rary p olicemen as he may deem it necessary. 
In the common council the mayor has vote only in case of a 
tie; alt ho he has the pwoer to veto any ord inance or resolution · 
passed by the common ccuncil by notifying the council of his ob-
jections thereto in writing at any time within fiv· e days after the
passage of such and ordinance or resolution.
The chief law makers of t he city consists of the mayor and 
members of the CommonCouncil, who are elected by the voters of the
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city and hold their offices for a t rm of two years. Each ward
elects two aldermen, one of whom goes out of office each year and
the other remaining until his term has expired, thus having one
half of the number of the members in the Council each year new. 
The alderman receives a salary of two dollars for every council
meeting held and receives fifty cents per hour for committee
work. He too is responsible to the people of the city. 
In all the meetings of the c ounci a majority of the alderman
Constitutes a quorum. They have the mangaemen and control of 
the financ es and property of the city and have fu 11 power and 
authority to make enact, ordain, establ is h, publish, enforce,
alter, modify, amend and repeal all such ordinances, rules and 
by - laws for the goverment and good order of the city for 
the suppression of vice, the prevention of crime and for the 
benefit of health,trade and com erce of the city as they deem
expedient. 
The elective officers of the city are the mayor, treasurer,
attorney and three assessors who are chosen by the people at large
but no two may be ele cted from the same ward, two alderman and on 
superv isor from each ward and three justr ices of the pe ace. The 
appointive officers of the city are the City Clerk, surveyor, 
commiss ioner of the poor, physician, marshal, street commiss ioner
and all other offices necessary for the proper management of the
affairs of the city. This offices are appointed by the mayor 
and endorsed by the council.
The Common Council draw up all ordinances for the city, 
the se ord in anc e s may be def ined as "Local laws of munic ipal cor-
poration duly enacted by proper authorities, prescribing general
uniform rules of Conduct , and relat ing to corporate affairs of 
t he mun ic ipalitty. 
All valid ordinances must contain the following requisites
1st. The must be promulgated by public or municipal corporation
duly created and legally existing. 
2ndly They must re late to a sunj ect within the  scope of the cor-
poration.
3rd. The must be in harmony with the constitutio of the United 
States and the state & municipal charters, being also in the 
harmony with the general pr inc ipal of the common law in force 
in the state. 
4th. They must be presice, definite & certain in expression. 
5th. They must be pas ed in the manner prescribed. 6th. They 
must be enacted in good faith., in the public int rest alone 
and designed to enable the corporation to perform its true 
functions as a local goverment ought too. 
Such ord inances are passed by the affirmative vote of the 
majority of the council and must be signed by the mayor. It must 
be published in the Official paper of the city before it may
be put into force. 
Within the City are located also the County Officials, who
have their offices in the County Court-House located in the 3rd 
ward of this city. Such County Officials consist of the 
County Clerk, Treasurer, Register of deeds, sheriff, County Judge,
The duties of the County Clerk are to record and grant all 
marriage and hunting licenses,and act as clerk of the Court 
when in session.
The treasurer is obliged to make out all the tax lists of the
c ounty and see that al 1 taxes of the county are duly and properly 
collected. 
The register of deeds must register all transact ions made by 
the ch nging of realesta te from one party to another t hru out 
the County and keep the various transact ions property recorded 
upon the books. 
The sheriff and undersheriff are required to preserve order 
them out the County and have supervision of the County jail. 
The County judge holds his court session in the County seat 
acting as judge for all divorces and criminal cases arise them 
out the County.
On the whole the City and County are well provided with 
officers who hold many and responsible positions which are carried
out quite successful y in this City but there is much room for 
improvement on the part of nearly all of the positions filled. 
( Note: The New Commission Form of Goverment in Appleton, which, 
was inaug rated April 18,1911, substitute, in place of the aold 
mayor and Council, three commissioners, consisting of a mayor
and two Councilors, who, as a body. combine the legislature and 
administrative functions of the goverment ,and appoint all 
other officers. 
The only appointive offices discontinued were those of the 
Commissioner of Streets and Commissioner of Poor. The other 
subordinate offices remain much as under the old form. 
MARRIAGE & DIVORCE. 
The checks which exist in this County and City regarding
Courtship Customs and practice are very few, the only one which 
is now enforced is the lounging and spooning in the public parks 
between the hours ten P.M. and six A.M. 
The public standards of fidelity bethrothal and marriage
are love and faithfullness on the part of the man and wife to 
each other and family together with protection and happiness 
in their homes. 
The population of Outgamie County numbers about(9443) Nine 
thousand four hundred forty-three, about one-fourth of which 
are men who are married and support families. The City of Appleton
has alone a population of nearly sixteen thousand, five thousand 
of which are school children, five thousand married men and the 
remainder above the school age and unmarried. 
In 1909 there were issued by the County Clerk three hundred 
twenty two marriage licenses , while in 1910, three hundred 
thirty-five were issued making an increase of thriteen marriage 
licenses issued within the last two years. 
Marriage licenses are issued to parties applying to the County
Clerk, who in return issues a license for marriage if the proper 
personal and statistical particulars are given. Only those person
may contract for marriage, the men of which must be at least 21 
years of age and the women 18, unless special consent of Parents
or Guardian is given. The license must be obtained at least five 
days before the marriage and not more than thri ty days before,. 
All licenses must be published in the Official Paper of the city 
at least five days before the marriage occurs. 
The number of divorce cases in this County numbered 37 in 
1909, and 36 in 1910 differing by one case in the last two years. 
There is an average of one divorce case to every nine marriages
each year in this County. These divorces are found only among the 
Germans who Comprise about one-half of the population of the 
County,. The population at Little Chute made up of the Hollanders 
have as yet made no applications for divorces, the reasons for 
the many divorce cases among the Class of Germans is due to cruel 
treatment by the fathers to the family upon coming home intoxicated
and driving the family out from the home. The applications are 
presented by the women and have not been contested on the opposit 
side by men at all, thus the party sueing for the divorce always 
wins her case. 
Police, Crime and Vice in Appleton.
By J. R. St. John. 
Primarily I might state that the sources of information
on certain phrases of my investigation were l imi te d and what 
was given, was not always given freely.
were made in a prejudiced light so necessarily not much credul-
ity can be given them. I am indebted to Municipal Judge J. D.
Ryan for clear cut, impartial and concise answers to such 
Sources. questions as he was coguizant of, pretaining especially to the 
legal branch of the city. Incidentally I should rate my success
as a socialogical investigator at considerably below par. 
The head of the police force in Appleton is called the 
Chief of Police-Mr. F. W. Hoefer, and is an elective office 
under the Commission Form, appointive at a salary cf $1200 a 
year. Under him are the police captains and patrolmen or 
Police better known ordinary policemen. There is one plain clothes 
Force
man who does most of the city's detective work. In all, 
the force consists of ten men. 
The police station is located opposite the Sherman House 
Police in the center of the city. It is an old wooden, ramshackle
Station f • l
- a fair and were it not for the s ign over the door one d 
take it for a dilapidated old dwelling. A swell, neat brick
or stone structure is needed to properly conduct the department. 
The police department is run supposedly on the civil
service system plus a rather strong mixture of pol i tics judg-
ing from the sample policemen I saw lounging in the station 
room and from the talk going on. However this statement 
C ivil
Service does not mean that the entire police force is like this as
Supposedl y
there are exceptions to every rule. 
The salaries of the patrolmen are $ 780.00 a year and
the annual expense to the c i ty is $8176. 46 a ye ar.
*Estimategiven in report. Their beats are supposedly 
all over the principal streets but a citizen might be safe 
in offering a reward of $5 for every policeman caught on 
duty off of College Avenue after ten o'clock at night. 
Not Judging from their talk I should say that some at least have 
Efficient. 
rather lax morals and do not profess to support the law as 
it is. 
I should say that to raise the requirrnents and have the
men higher up give orders to the Chief of Police to cease 
Remedies
winking at the law breakers would help the. department. More
men are needed to properly do the work. 
It is the business of the police department to discover
and arrest criminals. They should be ass iste d by every hones t 
citizen. 
The Municipal Court is located in the County Court. 
T. H. Ryan is the j udge and draws a salary of $2500 a year. He 
Courts· is electe d for a term of four years by the voters of Appleton. (A) Mun ic ipal. 
His jurisdiction is over cases arising in Appleton
. • • • - • 
Count y . of Outagamie te rm a t $2500 a year
10th
Justices
of the
Peace.
Juries.
arising in Outagamie C ou nty.. • .1. • 
district are Outagamie, Forrest, Florence, Langlade and Shawano.
jur d i c pe t t yi i ti on ov r ty
offenses and civil cases where the 
exceed $200. 
The juries are drawn (gra nnd ju r y) b y l a cing the n a mes of
-
voters in a box and the County Clerk draws their names .
As nearas I could ascertain there are no slum localities
in Apple ton. The poor are scat tered all over the c i ty. There
Absence is one local i ty on upper Col lege Avenue which is in rather
of 
Slums. shabby condition but it can hardly be called a slum.
The anti-saloon league is an active association prosecuting
Anti-Sal cases against the saloons be ing especially act ive in law 
con League . 
e nforcemen t. 
The saloon keepers are banded together to uphold the
saloon business and are active politically being backed by the 
S·aloon 
Keepers
League.
brewers. They are in the ascendency at 
indications are that the liquor business
the present timebut
is on the decline. 
Future of Saloons. 
Whether or not it will be wholly exterminated or merely strictly 
regulated remains to be seen.
Systematic robbery, larceny and burglary are seldom seen 
in Appleton. The cases are more of the nature of petty larceny 
Petty 
Crimes. carried on by young boys and men. We have no criminal classes
I 
Tramps 
Absent. 
such as the large cities are oppressed with. 
Ther is no be gging by regular beggars and Appleton is happily 
free from tramps to a great extent. Swindling and "grafting "
by public officials goes to a certain extent but is very difficult 
to de tect.
The moral standards in billiard balls while not in the least 
elevating are not degrading. Swindling, billiards, pool and 
petty gambling, such as looser paying for the game, constitute
; 
Billiard the moral tone of the places. 
Halls. · 
To my knowledge there are two such
-
places in town and I understand that betting is carrie d on . 
in an informal way . over 
Regarding gambling 
various athletie contests. 
places I could not get any definite facts
. 
: but undoubtedly poker and other game s of chance are played in someGambling.
Skating
Rink. 
of the saloons. 
-, 
I was informed by one prominent doc tor in Apple ton that the
ska ting rink was one of the worst places in the city. This
was in referance to the one located in Apleton.
' 
My informant
•
told me that more young girls were ru ined as a result of the
......_ 
. 
skating rink than any other source .
The number of prostitutes is very difficult to determine 
and I could only get heresy evidence as these 
e i t h e r d i dt i not know or rather did not care to say anything
concerning the evil. Estimates put the average life of the
prostitute at five years and many are said to be drug fiends 
of different kinds later on in the ir careers.
evil women are young but some are older. 
of only two or three pla e s wh ich we re said to be near the depot 
but found nothing further about them.
They are patronized by all classes . These institutions 
are outlawed but continue to exist thru lax public morals, lax
laws, lax law enforcements and because the public does not know 
the r al conditions. There are sources of wide-spread physical 
and moral infection as recently published by Dr. Sandborn of this 
city. The people are ultimately responsible for their existance
The civic purity campaign is doing much to awaken public attention 
and cannot help being of public benefit. 
There are undoubtedly more than two or three houses where 
social vice is practiced - sometimes concealed by other business,-
but they are scattered and evil women (and evil men as well) 
live in different parts of the city. 
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CHARITABLE RELIEF IN APPLETON
BY
LOIS M. WEST. 
In the city of Appleton there are two ways in which the poor 
and needy receive relief, first thru a city organization and 2nd, 
thru a womans society called the "City Relief Society". At the 
head of the city organization is the poor commissioner Mr. s. N. 
Fish,the other officials being the city physician and the poor 
farm keeper. 
The duty of the poor commissioner is to generally over see 
affairs having to do with the city poor. When a case is brought 
to him it is investigated by him either in person or by other per-
son in power. The salary of the poor commissioner is $750 a year. 
The main institution for the care of the poor is the poor farm,
the inhabitants of which are mainly people too old to care for 
themselves and left without necessary means. This poor farm is 
managed by a keeper with a salary of $420. a year. He of course 
pays no house rent and receives a part of the proceeds from the 
products of the farm. 
Other expenses connected with the work are the salary of 
the city physician which is $750 per year, railroad fares, fuel, 
burials, nurses, repairs etc. The whole cost to the city for 
the year 1910 was $7,805.55 
The other organization, the City Relief Society is one of 
long standing. Regurlarly it is composed of fourteen ladies and
three assisstants. Its officers are President, Vice - President 
and secretary and there are two women in each ward who over see 
affairs of the ward directly. The money expended by this orga-
nization is obtained by contributes onlargely. It is given the 
collection taken in churches on Thanksgiving Day, a few weaithy 
people contribute and generally quite a large sum is obtained 
on tag day, no money is handled by any of the women but order 
checks are issued. For instance, a pair of shoes is needed the 
ward chairman will give an order check for the secure of the 
person in need or the shoes. This check is given the shoe dealer 
who gives out the shoes and charges them to the City Relief Society
Then at the end of the month these bills are paid by the President 
of the society. The work is carried on very methodically. 
This organization expends from $125 to $175. per month. The
smallest amounts are spent during the months of June and July and 
August. The ladies wish very much to be able to get a City nurse. 
This will cost $720 per year and thus quite an additional expense 
but there are many poor people who need more care than the women 
have time to give. 
At present there are eighty families in Appleton receiving 
aid regularly from this society. The greatest amount of poverty 
seems to be found in the fifth ward but it is steadily growing 
in other wards as well. 
Roughly estmatel it is found that $9,710 spent annually for 
poor relief. 
PUBLIC FINANCERS OF APPLETON 
BY 
G. F. KESTER. 
Total value of cities public property not known. Assessed 
valueation of the City both real and personal property is $12,
035,300. 
Annual running expense (1909) approximately $305.694.00 
income (1909) $ 05,671. 09 sources-
Taxes 
Taxes )Real property. 
{Personal"" 
Figures and other licenses. 
Returned fees. 
(a) Estimated by City Clerk from actual running expense of six 
months previous; togther with estimates of proposed improvements. 
(b) Assessed by assessors appointed bt Council for three years.
One assessor for every two wards in the City. Work of assessors
must be done in two months time .
. (c) Collected by treasurer according to the tax levy, after he 
has given bond for twice the amount of the levy. 
(d) Expended by Common Council who thru there finance Committee
rec omena ti on, give, the City Clerk orders to draw order on the 
City treasury for the amount expended. 
Abuses: 
In the estimating expenditure were is little error except 
for the fact that the estimates submitted to the Clerk are not 
always correct, for some unforseen causes such as fires in public 
buildings etc. 
I In the assessment lies the chief evil that is the incompetence
of some assessors; the short time to do their work, one month in 
each ward; the different ideas as to the valuation of property.
In collection and expended the taxes the system used is very 
good, every check is used to safe gaurd the public funds such as 
requiring bonds, frequent checking of accounts. This part is 
the tax systme is considerd the best and most perfect system 
in use by municipalities. 
The collection and expending of public funds has little abuse 
in tact in nearly a model system. The estimating should be done 
for one year instead of only six months this giving a better
working average for the Clerk to prepare his estimates upon. In 
the assessing competent men expect to do the work and have more 
time to devote to the work thus more nearly equalizing the assessed 
valuation. 
Present City debt is $97,300.00 
Incurred- High School building. 
Bridge building.
Library & City Hall. 
Street Paving. 
Voting machines. 
Paying off is accomplished by paying a certain amount of the 
indebtedness each year along with the interest on the bonds.
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All bridges used by pedestarians and carriages owned by the 
City. City keeps all such bridges in repair. Ordinances most 
frequently broken regulating us of bridges is the speed limi t 
ordinances. 
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT IN APPLETON 
BY 
W. B. JOHNSON 
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The Appleton Fire Department consists of 20 men, 13 hose 
wagons, one truck, one fire engine, and Chief's rig, 15 horses, 
5000 ft. of hose, one 40 gallon chemical tank carried on No. 1 
Wagon, and 2 - 3 gallon hand chemicals carried on No 3 Wagon. 
This apparatus is devided up between the three houses. 
The Force consists of One Chief, an Assistant Chief, three 
captains, one electrician ans fourteen fire-men. These men 
receive the following salaries: 
Chief $100.00 per mo. 
Asst.Chief. $70.00 per mo. 
Captain $65.00 per mo. 
Regular Firemen $60.00per mo. after the first 
year. For the first year they receive $55.00 per mo. The men 
are on duty all the time except when out for their meals. They 
each have one day off in every 6. 
Of the 20 men there are 12 stationed at No. l.; 4 at No 2.; 
and 4 at No. 3. 
Most of the supplies are obtained here in the cit ty. The grain
and hay is usually obtained where the best can be had at the low-
est prices. The Harness, shoeing, hardware and repairing are all 
obtained around the city and the trade is very well distributed 
With the exception of the hose and engine all the apparatus was 
' 
made here in Appleton by Charles Peterman & Co. The hose 
is obtained fr.om different companies, whose samples are sent 
here and the order for the desired kind of hose is given to 
lowest bidder. The fire engine purchased the last year was 
bought of the lowest bidder. The department answers, on an 
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average, about a hundred calls a year. Last year there were 125, 
and the year before 96, The fire loss for the year 1906 was 
$13,000.00 and the amount of insurance carried on these building 
and contents where the fires occurred was $108,225. 
The following is the financial report of the fire department 
for the year 1906: 
Salary. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • $14,367. 50 
Repars on building...... 1,540.83 
To apply on contract for 
new building •••••••••••• 
Apparatus & Repairs ••••• 
Light & Fuel ••• •••..•.•• 
Grain, Hay, etc •••••••.• 
Shoeing ••••••••••••••••• 
Harness & Repairs ••••••• 
Fire Alarm Systems •• ••• 
Inci den tals •••••••••.••• 
3,000.00 
1,135.92 
539.54 
1,238.57 
177.65 
17.57 
514. 95 
319.20 
Total. • • • • • • • $222,851.73 
By sale of old hose, fire
insurance tax, etc •••••• 1,848.88 
Total cost to city 21,002.85 
. 
PART 4. 
Educational and Religious Conditions 
In Appleton. 
• 
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS IN APPLETON. 
BY 
FRED EK.
There are five parochial schools in Appleton, three 
Catholic, one German Lutheran, and one Zion Lutheran, also 
German. Of the Catholic cshools two are German Catholic and 
the other uses the English language only. The total enrollment 
of the three Catholic schools is about 1,200., of the two 
Lutheran schools, 300. making a grand total of 1,500 in parochial 
schools. 
The predominant class in the different parochial schools 
is the working class. 
All the schools try to follow the course of stµdy of the 
Appleton public schools, but not with entire success. None of 
the schools have manual training, the drawing whenever given is not 
up to the public school standard. The buildings are not as well cared
for, and the equippment not near as well, as a rule the teachers 
appeared inferior to those common the public schools. There are 
no kintergartens and the children are not received until .six years 
of age. 
--St. Joseph School--
(910 Lawrence)
German Catholic; Enrollment 620; 8 Grades; 13 teachers and one 
instrumental teacher; two buildings; no tuition; German is 
taught throughout the eight grades, tho it is gradually occupying 
a relatively less important part. The Catechism and religious
instruction is given in both English and German. The salary for 
the sisters is $20.00 per mo. A house is furnished them but they 
pay their own board and for their clothes. The Sisters are of the 
Order of Notre-Dame and the receive their preparation in the Mother
House for the West located at Milwaukee. 
--Sacred Heart--
( 691 Harrison-Fourth Ward) 
German Catholic; 8 Grades; Enrollment 200; 4 teachers and one 
instrumental teacher. Other conditions similar to the St. Joseph 
German Catholic. 
---st. Mary's School~-
(505 State St.) 
Catholic ( Largely Irish); Enrollment 370; 8 Grades; 8 teachers 
no music teacher. No Tuition Charged; religous instruction in 
Catechism and Bible History averaging only about one-half hour 
daily. Salary for teachers $25.00 a month with a house furnished. 
--German Zion Lutheran--
(773 Commercial St) 
Enrollment 150; seven grades divided into three departments with 
a teacher in charge of each department. a men one women. Tuition 
$.50 a month - hard to col le ct in some cases. The church requires 
at least two years attendacne in their school before the pupils
can be c·onf irmed -one of the church ceremonies. Religious 
instruction given in German 3/4 hour daily, and another hour in 
reading and writing German. The highest salary paid was $720 for 
the year but that included playing the organ and drilling the 
choir of the church. Preparation of most teachers in their denom-.· 
ination is at Woodville Normal. Ohio. 
--St. Paul Lutheran--
(740 Franklin)
German; Enrollment 145; seven Grades in three departments; three 
teachers, two men and one women. Tuition $.50 a month, free 
to poor pupils. Religious instruction in catechism and Bible 
History in German and English. Instruction also given in German 
reading and writing. Highest salary $660 a year. 
~-Conclusions and observations--
It probably would be unfair to consider my findings as to 
methods and standard of instruction as final. for my observation 
was limited. In fact the work of the classes was usually stopped 
when I entered a room in spite of my protestations that I didn't 
want the work stopped on my account. What I have observed leads 
me to conclude that the standard is not up to public school stand-
ard. I saw some work that would not be tolerated in an up-to-date 
school a moment, methods long ago discarded and results often 
pitiable. 
None of the schools had a fan ventilating system and the
air was often bad. In four of the five schools the toilets were 
outside of the building. There were no gymnasiums and no 
organized basket ball or other games for playground or school. 
There were no kintergartens or manuel training or domestic 
science departments. There is no physical training or medical 
inspection. 
German was tought in four out of five of the schools, yet 
The principals always sought to impress me that very little time 
was devoted to it, that they were engaged principally in teach-
ing English. Religious instruction, I was told also, occupied 
but a relatively small part of the day. In the face of such 
admissions it is hard to find an excuse for parochial schools. 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN APPLETON 
BY
W. C. SAMPSON.
We have three private schools in Appleton; two of them 
Commercial--· Appleton Business College and Actual Business College 
and Lawrence College. 
In the Actual Business College there are 69 pupils enrolled, 
60% of which are boys and 40% girls. 
In the Appleton Business College there are 200 pupils enrolled
Of this 200, 170 attend day school.
The Actual Business College employs two teachers at a salary
of 60 dollars per month besides the principal. The Appleton has 
two teachers at salaries of $45 and $50 per month besides the 
two proprietors of the school. 
The average education of students enrolled is somewhat above 
the eight grade but a preparatory corse is given for those who 
have not finished an eight grade course. The main courses are 
purely Commercial and consist of Book-keeping, Shorthand. Type-
writing, Spelling Business English, Commercial arithmatic, Com-
mercial Law and Higher Accounting. 
All classes of people are represented from the green foreigner
to the finished products of Lawrence College. · The Appleton Busines
College has this year about 25 High School graduates enrolled
which is considerable more than ever before. 
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We have one institution of highr learning -- Lawrence College.
It is run under the authority of the Board of Trustees.
There are thri ty-nine teachers--- Professors and instructers 
who are responsible to the Board of Trustees. Their .salaries are 
low compared with those of people of equal intelligence who are 
engaged in other lines of work. 
Last year there were 642pupils enrolled. This year ther are 
650 enrolled so far.
The average cost per pupil is perhaps between $300 and $500 
per year. Tuition amounts to $6 per year. Incidentals and other 
fees including Library and Gym. fe s amounting to about $50 to $60 
per year. There is also a graduating fee of $10. 
The number in each years graduating class varies between 
45 and 60. The number in the entering class has been about 200 
the past two years. It is to be regretted that more do not grad-
uate. One reason for this is that many students take only their 
two years here and thengo to a larger institution to graduate. 
The chief branches tought are: Ancient and Modern Languages; 
English Language nd Literature; History, Politics, Sociology 
and Economics; Mathematics; Science; Philosophy and Religion; 
Physical Education. There are aslo a school of Expression and a
school of Music. 
The architectural effect of Lawrence College would have been 
improved ahdall the building been of the same general style and 
material .
There are a few other smaller private Schools I did not learn 
of in time for the paper. 
NEWSPAPERS AND TELEPHONES OF APPLETON. 
BY 
LILLIAN DEVLIN. 
There are four newspapers in Appleton one of which is German. 
The Crescent and Post are daily, the Volksfreund semi-weekly and 
the Fox River Journal Weekly. 
The Evening Crescent has a daily circulation of thrity one 
hundred, and is a Democratic paper. The Appleton Post has a cir-
culation of 2500 daily; and is a Republican paper. The Volks-
freund, are in department paper has a c irculation of semi- thousand 
weekly. The Fox River Journal also are independent paper has a 
circulation of 1600 a week. 
They all consist of four pages and are printed locally, that 
is when each office is located. All the insertions are paid and 
the advertising is both classified and mixed. More of the news-
paper are members of an association press, Oshkosh having control 
over that. The Post, however is a member of the united press, 
something similar to the associated pres. 
Their news matter is claimed to be fresh and important, and 
the editorials strongly written. They aim to uplift the public, 
moral and religious questions, and to do all that will promote 
them. 
all refused to tell theThey annual expenses of the papers 
owned and controlled them, except the owner of the Fox River 
or 
Journal who is E. J. Westphal.
There are two telephones in Appleton: the Bell Telephone, and 
the Fox River Valley Telephone, a more recent one. The Bell Tele-
phone is long-distance while the Fox River is only local. 
The Fox Ri ver telephone is co ntrol1ed by a local capital, and 
is valued at $300,00. The business rates are $2.50 and $2.25 per 
month and the residents $1.50 and $1.25 depending upon, whether 
there is mo re than one party on the line. The wires are under-
ground and the annual expense amount to about $12,000 a year. They 
have 1800 patrons. The Wis. Bell Telphone is controlled by a syn-
dicate in Milwaukee. The rates, vary according to the number of 
people using the same line, an an eight line $1.00 per month, 
four party $2.00 per month two party line $2.00 per month and 
a sinlg line $3.00 The business rates are for a four party $2.25
a two party $3.00 and a single line $4.00 per month. They have 
1,371 patrons and it is valued at $100,000. The wires of the Bell 
Telephone are overground. The total number of people having.tele-
phones is 3,171. 
,I 
-
PUBLIC LIBRARIES, READING ROOMS, AND 
MUSEUMS IN APPLETON. 
BY 
ELLEN. E. FAVILLE. 
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The Public Library of Appleton, Wisconsin in owned by 
the city of Appleton, and is controlled by a board made up of 
nine library directors who are appointed by the mayor of the 
city. In addittion to this Miss Carrie Morgan who is city 
Superintendent of Schools, is always a member of the board. 
The librarians are chosen by the board of directors, and 
are responsible to them. They must be graduates of a good 
library school and must have reccomendations which sufficiently
recommend them forthe position. 
The total value of the library is between $40,00. and 
$45,000, but this also includes the value of the City Hall 
which is on the second floor of the building. 
The total annual running expenses are met by the appropri-
ation of $3,000.00 a year made by the city for this purpose, 
and by the recent endowment of $500.00, which yeilds about $30.00 
a year. 
The number of books in the library is constantly increasing,
and Mar.1.1911 there were 11,657.
Up to the first of July, 1910 there were 1319 bound period-
icals for adults, and 15 more for children, making a total of 
1379 up to the present time. 
Men and women make about equal use of the library, and 
none are excluded save those who who cannot read, or are found 
stealing, mutilating the books, or in any way misbehaving and 
making too much noise.
The following is a list, showing in their order of popul-
arity which books are most used. They represent the numbers 
of each kind which was drawn out from 1909 to 1910; 
Fiction (adult) 28,497 (Children) 11,040 
German " 2,577
Literature (poems 
essays etc. 
" 1,174 
History " 1,027 
Sociology " 511 
Biography " 455 
Travel " 450 
General works like Magazines oame next. The circulation of all 
is 54,202.
In connection with the Christian Science assembly room of 
this city there is a reading room which is open to. the public 
every afternoon, from four to six o' clock. It is owned and 
controlled by the Christian Scientists of this City. 
There is a board of control which appoints the li brarian
but this is not a paid position and is usually filled by some 
responsible woman. The reading room is not supposed to be a 
paying institution, nor does it pay for itself, but id conducted 
for the purpose of making Christian Science more widely known 
and its expenses are paid by the members of the churoh. 
-··. 
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Christian Science Literature is distributed by the librarian
in libraries, depots, and other public gathering palces.
No one is excluded from the use of the reading room, and 
men and women use it about equally. It is coming into common 
use among traveling men, who spend here an hour or so of their 
stay in Appleton. 
The reading matter in entirely along the. line of Christian 
All of the literature Science and Bibles are also found here. 
is published by a certain Christian Science publishing firm in 
Boston. Among other publications are Science and Health by 
Mrs. Eddy, the newspapers the 'Sentinel', the 'Journal', and 
the 'Monitor, and a book of poems by Mrs. Eddy. 
The College Library is owned by the College and is controlled 
by a board of six trustees who chose the librarian and to whom 
the librarian is responsible. 
The cost of the building is $50,000., of the books $40,336. 
and the furniture $6,000. making the total value $96,336.
The total number of books in the library is 27,551.
Every one uses the library freely and no one is excluded 
except for misbehaviour. The only improvement suggested is 
that there be better janitor service. 
The College Museum is owned by the College and is controtted 
indirectly by the board of trustees, tho as a matter of fact 
Prof. Brinkley, the curator has entire charge. The curator 
is chosen by the board of trustees and is responsible to them.
The value of the museum is between $7,000. and $12,000,
but this is only its market value, and were such a collection 
to be purchased it would cost many times that amount. 
There is no special expense except thru the purchasing 
of new specimens. It is used by the public in general, and. the 
number of visitors is increasing, last year there being 500.
The Hyberium is in the museum, and the classes in zoology
geology, biology, and recently the history classes are finding 
the museum very valuable in their work. It would be improved 
by having the zoological collection enlarged, and by having a 
regular curator having more time to look after the collection.
No. Of Specimens: 
Geology 930 
Shells 3,000 
542
Botany 505 American Relics 335 
Coins 150 Total ••••••• 5,927 
History 465 
There are in Appleton nineteen churches. The following 
list is arranged alphabetically. 
Church. 
Ad vent, Seven Day.
Baptist. 
Christian Scientist. 
Catholic (St. Joseph's) 
Catholic (St. Mary's) 
Catholic (Sacred Heart)
Congregational. 
Congregational Chapel. 
Episcopal (All Saint's) 
Emmanuel Evangelical.
Address. 
1068 Gilmore st. 
675 Appleton st. 
812 College Ave. 
930 Lawrence st. 
502 Sixth st. 
809 Monroe st. 
812 Lawrence st. 
830 Jefferson st • 
650 College Ave. 
Corner Durkee & Franklin. 
Evangelical Lutheran Zion. 806 Oneida 
Evangelical Lutheran St. Paul's. 688 Morrison st. 
. Lutheran. 1115 College Ave • 
German Evangelical Reformed. 558 Hankock st. 
German M. E. 860 Superior st. 
Hebrew. 806 Lawe st .
Latter Day Saint's. 913 College Ave. 
Methodist. 755 Lawrence St.
Membership. 
30 
200 
100 
3000 
2300 
1800 
800 
300 
400 
2000 
1600 
750 
50 
60 
100 
40 
600 
. 
Church. 
presbyterian 
Zion Temple 
Addresses. 
College. Ave .
714 Durkee st. 
Membership. 
200 
150 
Of this number, there are one Congregational with a 
chapel, two Methodist, three Roman Catholics, two Lutheran 
two Evangelical, and one of each of the other denominations. 
I was unable to secure Statistics or information re-
garding the Lutheran or Catholic Churches from the pastors. 
What statistics I have regarding the two Catholic Churches, 
I secured from a member of St. Mary's parish, who had se-
cured them at another time from the pastors. The reason 
of all the pastors for not giving the information, was in 
substance the same, namely, that too muoh time is being given 
to so-called social work, that too small an amount of attention 
is given to the religious or true church work. The Catholic 
and Lutheran churches believe in placing the religious and 
spiritual side of church work always first. The Episcopal 
pastor voiced these sentiments when he said,"Except in the 
case of children more attention should be given to the reli-
gious side and less to the social side. Things that are a 
"drawing-card" should not be needed in a Christian Church." 
From the Presbyterian pastor I was unable to secure 
any information other than direct statistics. 
I shall give the answers I received from the various 
pastors question by question. 
1. The membership of the churches is as follows:
Baptist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 200 
Catholic (St. Joseph's) ••••••••••••••• 3000 
Catholic (st. Mary's) ••••••••••••••••• 2300 
Congregational •••••••••••••••••••••••• 800 
Episcopal.•••••••. • ••••••••••••••••••••• 300 
Methodist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 600 
Presbyterian •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 200 
From these statietios we can see that the membership 
of two Catholic Churches is about one half times as large 
as the combined membership of the other six churches. The 
membership of Catholic Churches is usually given by families 
for instance. in st. Joseph's parish there are 600 families 
and 1200 school children. In st. Mary's parish there are 
390 families and 800 school children. 
2. The total seating capacity of the churches is as
follows: 
Baptist ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 200 
Catholic (St. Joseph)., ••••••••••••••• 2000 
Catholic (St. Mary's) •••••••••••••••••• 1500 
Episcopal •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 400 
Methodist.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 750 
Presbyterian ••••••••••••••.••••• •••••• 350 
Congregational •••••••••••••••••••••••• 606 {can seat 900) 
3. The total valuation of church property.
Baptist •••••••• · ••••••••••••••••••••••• $17 000 
Episcopal •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• $35000 
Congregational •••••••••••••••••••••••• $60000 
Methodist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $48000
Presbyterian •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $35000 
As to the value of the Catholic church property, I 
can only estimate that. Both st. Mary's and st. Joseph's 
have the church buildingm the parohial school, the pastor's 
residence and the Sisters' Home. St. Mary's also owns 
Columbia Hall at the corner of Sixth Street, opposite the 
church.
4. Total current running expenses. 
Baptist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2700
Episcopal ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2500 
Congregational •••••••••••••••••••••••• $6000
Methodist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2784 
* Presbyterians ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3120 
* including pastor's salary. 
. .. • 
5. Average number of hours church is in use per 
week. 
Protestant Catholic 
Congregational 8 st. Joseph 's ..•• • 15 . 
Baptist .••••••• 7 st. Mary's •••••• 15 
Episcopal •••••• 14 
Methodist •••••• 10 
Presbyterian ••• 7
Toatal Average. 9 1/2 hrs. 15 hrs. 
Final Average ••••••• 12 1/2 hrs. 
6. Total Membership of Sunday Schools. 
Baptist •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 160 
Catholic (St. Joseph' s) •• ••••. • ••• 1200 
Catholic (St. Mary's) •••••••••••• 800 
Congregational ••••••••••••••••••• 700 
Episcopal •••••••••••••••••••••••• 60 
Methodist •••••••••••••••••••••••• 499 
Presbyterian ••••••••••••••••••••• 244 
The total membership of the Catholic Sunday Schools
is about the same, (being a little more than) to the total 
membership of the other five schools. 
7. Total membership of Young peoples' Societies. 
... 
Baptist 63
Episcopal.••••••••••••••••••••••• 92 
Congregational .•••••••••••••••••• 115 
Methodist ••••••••••••••••••••••• 115 
Presbyterian: ••••••••••.••••••••• 30 
a. Total Addition to Church Membership. 
By Conversion.
Baptist 0
Congregational.9 
Episcopal •••••• Pastor did not know. 
Methodist •••••• Pastor did not know. 
Presbyterian ••• 0
9. Withdrawals from church membership. 
Baptist •••••••••••••••••••••• · •••• 5 
Congregational ••••••••••••••••••• 20 
Episcopal ••••••••••••••••••.••••• O 
Methodist ••••••••••• Pastor did not know. 
Presbyterian •••••••••••••••••••.••• 16
Otherwise. 
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10. What chief types of recreation exist in the churches? 
The Congregational church has numerous societies, 
namely, the Senior, Intermediate, and Junior Christian En-
deavor Societies, the Boy's Brigade, Young Womens' Guild·. 
Men's Sunday Evening Club, which has a supper once a 
,,, 
tainments from time to time. 
The Methodist Church has the Epworth League and the 
Men's Brotherhood. The latter has charge of a lecture
course, which annually affords a number of good enter-
1 tainments. 
The Episcopal church secures social activity through 
the Womens' Guilds, which give entertainments and card 
parties from time to time. 
The Baptist church has numerous societies, namely, 
Baptist Young Peoples' Union which meets once a month 
The Brotherhood, which gives a monthly supper, The Boys' 
Athletic Association. The Gymnasium is open for both boys 
and girls three times a week. 
The Presbyterian church has the Womens' West-
minster Guild. 
St. Mary's Catholic Church has as a social center for 
the parish, Columbia Hall. Here are reading rooms, pool 
and billiard tables. It is a building where young and old 
can gather at all times for an evenings' innocent recreation. 
There are numerous societies in the church, but these are 
religious union, not social.
The statistics in a small way show the result of 
social work. Practically every young man and woman in the 
Baptist Churoh is an active memberas evidenced by these statis-
tics; of 200 members, 63 are enrolled in the young peoples' 
Societies. Surely there cannot be many more young people in 
in the Baptist Church. These young people are drawn in 
some measure by the social activities granted them. Study 
the statistics. We will find that the churches which are 
working as the Baptist and st. Mary's Catholic Churches to 
keep their young people, are the churches that are meet-
ing with success. 
11. Are the churches doing all that is demanded of 
themalong this line? 
The opinions of the different pastors vary; but those 
of the Congregational, Methodist, Baptist and Catholic 
agree that they are doing all that is possible. The Baptists 
and Methodists would like to do more, but they cannot under the 
circumstances at present. The Congregational, Catholic, and 
Episcopalian ministers agree that this side of the church 
work is over-emphasized. The Congregational pastor said, 
"The church is for religious services, not for entertain-
ment." The common opinion of catholic and Episcopalian 
ministers is expressed in the statement, "Things that are 
a drawing-card should not be needed in a Christian Church." 
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12. Adverse criticisms of church social methods. 
The Congregational pastor said that the chief criticism
is one that oannot be remedied, namely, that the church member-
ship is so large that the people cannot become acquainted. I 
suppose the same criticism must be held true (this was not 
given by the pastors) in the Catholic Churches; but then, the 
do not do to church to get acquainted. The Baptist had no 
special criticism; the Methodist and Presbyterian none which they 
wished published. The pastor of the All Saints' Church thinks 
that the church is confined to a few. It only reached in its 
work the ones who come under the influence of the church
spiritually. 
13. Possible improvements in church social methods. 
The Baptist, Congregational, and Presbyterian pastors 
say that none are needed. The latter pastor made his
statement to that effect very emphatically. 
The Methodist pastor thought that a Monthly Social
such as are given in some country distracts would be a good 
idea. A class in the Sunday School for young men, between 
sixteen and twenty or something to draw them would be advis-
able. 
The Episcopalian pastor said, "Expand, bring the 
societies into·touch with vital questions. Introduce vital 
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questions into the Guilds; connect church life with civics 
reform movements, missions etc. Thus an interest can be creat-
ed among the masses." 
14. Cheif ways in which churches serve the city. 
Congrgational By religiousservices, of course." 
(Pastor) 
Methodist ••••••••••• By a censu, taken a few years ago, 
which produced practical results and exercised political 
influences in reform. (Although, the pastor spoke as if this 
census was all the work of his church, it was participated 
in by other churches of the city.) 
Baptist ••••••••••••• By religious services. Once a month 
the young men visit the. asylum. 
Presbyterian •••••••• No answer. 
Episoopal ••••••••••• "Exercises influence in making 
good citizens through sermons; general benevolence. Presses 
our people to take part in public life and on the right side. 
Brining church influence to bear on schools, hospitals, and 
charities. 
15. Classes and divisions of population drawing and 
holding. 
Congregational •••••• All classes. 
Methodist .•••••••••• Upper, although we also have a few 
factory people. 
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Baptist ••••••• Middle class down. 
Episcopal ••••• Middle class, but majority from poor homes 
who have little in way of pleasure and recreation. 
Presbyterian •• No answer. 
16. How could the Sunday Schools be better organized? 
Congregational ••• By securing more and better teachers. 
Methodist •••••••• No improvements needed in Sunday 
Schools. A class for college girls and a class for young 
men between sixteen and twenty years of age might be organ-
ized. 
Baptist •••• Boys' class for boys between fifteen and 
years of age could be organized. Leadership of meetings is 
under consideration. 
Episcopal ••• Experimenting now. 
17. How could the church buildings be used more for the 
good of the public? 
Congregational ••• No more. 
Methodist •••••••• Nothing can be done without more 
room. 
Baptist •••••••••• The church is planning on opening 
a night sohool. 
Episcopal •••••••• The church rooms are already fully 
used. 
PART 5. 
SOCIAL AND RECREATION CONDITIONS
in 
SALOONS IN APPLETON.
BY 
J. W. PROPER: 
The number of saloons in Appleton as taken from the City 
Directory of 1910 is 62. 31 of these are located on College 
Ave., 11 on Appleton St., and 5 on Lake st. which is practically 
a continuation of Appleton St. This is 48 saloons on the 3 main 
business streets. This leaves 15 saloons scattered thruout the 
city. The amount of liscense is $200.00 per annum. This makes 
an annual revenue from the saloons of $12 ,400, plus the amount 
gained thru fines. 
The number of arrests for the year ending March 31, 1910, 
for "drunk" and "drunk and disorderly" was 38. This exceeds 
the arrests for any other misdemeanor or crime. The total 
arrests for the was 103. Thus, over 1/3 was caused thru 
the liquor traffic. 
A visitation for the purposes of general observation of 
10 saloons of different classes was made. The variour pictures 
on the wall consisted for the most part of little scenes,
U. s. Presidents and domestic scenes. Occasionally a picture 
was suggestive of immorality. In one saloon was one such pic-
ture, and, also a large picture of the prodigal son. The 
picture of the prodigal son consisted of three scenes: in the 
left-hand lower corner was the scene of the prodigal son in his 
extremity in the far country; the right hand lower corner shows 
where he is recieved by his father at the palatial porch. The 
major part of the picture was the feast of the fatted calf. 
This picture was not necessarily inconsistent with saloon 
environment, but quite likely was there to ease the conscience 
rather than to prick it. For, the major part of the picture 
displayed a hilarity and misdirected merry making characteristics 
of the saloon atmosphere. 
The so called higher classed saloons were more artistic 
than the lower classed saloons, that is, better furnished and 
a greater display of"fire water" and penny and nickel slot 
machines. One of the saloons visited was very elaborately fur-
nished. It had several high backed cusioned seats, making it 
decidedly comforting and somewhat private. 
The only evidence of gambling was several card tables in 
every saloon. The chief of police informed me that no gambling
was allowed. The slot machines all gave some return for the 
money expended. Three of the saloons .. visi ted had Nickel-Slot 
Pianos. The kind of music I noticed one gave was such subjects 
as these: "Silver Bell", "Meet me Tonight in Dreamland",
"Every Light Movement", "Grizzly Bear", and "Put on your Old 
Gray Bonnet". 
The class of people I found in the saloons (tho we put them 
in one class when they are in the saloon) came from all classes 
· of society-- farmers, working men, business men, college students,
and preachers' sons. Shortly after entering the first saloon 
in walked the preacher's son referred to (his father preaches out 
of town). . He knew me and appeared somewhat abashed. He did not 
stop to talk to me, but passed into the saloon, for I was in 
the ante-room awaiting courage to enter the saloon proper.
Presently this was overcome when the saloon keeper appeared and. 
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said that he(meaning the preacher's son)wanted to see me. I 
entered as tho it was a usual thing for me to be in a saloon 
but somewhat trembling at the knees and an increased palpitation 
of the heart. I had nothing to fear, however, for I was asked 
if I wanted a drink. On refusal, I was offered a cigar. When 
I refused this he said, "Perhaps your friend will have something?" 
He emphatically refused. I would not ventureto say why the 
college student was in the saloon. Perhaps his purpose there 
was such as mine. But his action for a few moments was such that 
I inferred that my presence was an intrusion. 
I took particular notice of what kind of literature the 
saloons had. It consists of newspapers almost invariably. 
I noticed one paper whose purpose was to vindicate the liquor 
traffic entitled "The Champion of Fair Play". I took time 
to read an article, that is, I remained as long as I was able 
for I needed fresh air,--at least some unseasoned atmosphere. 
The subject of the article I read was "The man without a Dime". 
It attacked religious institutions
,
particularly the Y.M.C.A. 
and the Salvation Army, saying that they were commercial not
charitable institutions; that a man without a dime cannot find 
help at these palces, so are compelled to go to the 
saloon where they will be cared for. The arguments given were 
decidedly superficial and confined to nearly one thing, con-
vincing by cumulative suggestions, that is, illustration after 
illustration of the same that was given. I asked the Chief 
of Police if men had no other place to go beside in saloons. 
He replied,"Nowhere except Club Houses, and they're worse 
than saloons for you go there and shut yourself up 
for the evening and are compel l ed to foll ow the rules of 
the game. They have liquor there to sell but we are not sup-
posed to know it, but nevertheless they have it." 
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FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS IN APPLETON
byCHRIS. R. ISLEY.
A fraternal organization is a body of men assoc iated
or c om n in te r e s t s, bu s i n e s s , a nd p l easure, a nd t us f orm g -s . , 
is increased organizat ion. The
nal organization about which information is given below, are mere-
ly branches of a more extensive organization, some being
districtial , some national, and some universal. The information
secured has been from the secretaries and presidents of the 
l Membership •• Men, Women. 
2. Principle objects in veiw. 
3. Names of standing committees
4. Time and place of meeting.
5. Civic enterpriz es under way.
6. Insurance or benevolent.
7. Opposition against principles of the organization.
8. Moral influence that th organization exerst upon its members.
The Masonic lodge for men only, has three branches
locally, namely, The Waverly lodge, The Applet en Chapter, The
Appleton Commandery. The Waverly lodge number fifty one meets the
first and second Tuesdays of each month in Masonic temple,
O. A Meade Secy. The lodge has a member ship of two hundred and f if-
teen men, Appleton Chapter number 47 meets second and fourth 
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Tuesdays of f or t y f ive.
Apple ton Commandery number twenty nine Knights Templar, meets 
of nin ety, so the Masonic Order has a total membership locally
under way and no special committees, the officers listed, being
President and Secretary. The only opposition against the order
is from the Catholic church. The moral standards of the order are 
very high, and conscientious members received the benefit. of this
up lifting influence. 
The Independent order of Foresters has three branch
lodges meeting in the I.I.O.F. Hall for business meetings bi-
monthly. The Appleton Encampment number sixteen meets the second 
and fourth Wednesdays of each month in the I.I.O.F. Hall on 749 
College Ave. 
The Konemic lodge No 47 meets every Monday eve at 
the I I O F Lodge. The Patriach Militant Fox River Valley 
Canton no 2 meets second and fourth Tuesdays of every month at th 
the I I O F Hall • 
The Rhein Lodge No 168. meets every Thur sday night at 151 College
Ave. W. Belling President, Herman Wildhagen Secy. 
Rebeca Lodge Deboraah No 13, meets the first and third evening of 
each month at 837 College Ave. Mrs. L. Radloff President, Mrs. W.
Cutler Secy. 
The Catholic Knights are compossed of two branches,
The Appleton Branch No 6 mets the third Sunday each month at St. 
Josephs Hall, 905 Lawrence Stree t F. Schueller President. Gustav 
Keller Recording Secy. . 
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St. Marys Branch No 128, mets the second Sunday each month at 
Columbia Hall, John Tracy President, E. C. Otto, RecordingSecy. 
The Cathol ic Order of Forester of which G. Keller is Secy, has 
for its object the promotion of friendship, unity and true 
Christian chara cter among its members. Friendship by assisting
each other by every honorable means; unity in associating to 
gether for mutal support for each other when needful and making
suitable provisions for the payment of death benefi ts. True
Christain charac ter in doing unto each other as we would have 
o ther s do unto us. 
The high court offic er s are, 
High Spiri tual Director , High Chief Ranger, Vice High Chief Ranger, 
High Secy, High Treas. High Medical Examiner. 
The High Court committes are :Bourd of investment, financing
supplies , rules and organization, law, investicati on and class-
ifications, appeals, and the good of the order. 
The Secy says concerning the moral influence, " We feel our organ-
ization exerst great morals,· religious, social and educational
influence in the addition to being a great protection to the home,
financially in the hour of need. 
Mili tary 
The G.A.R. No 133 meets the first Friday of each month at I.00.F. 
Hall and has 110 members •. H. Heckert Sr.,Com. D.J.Ryan,Adjt. 
The principal objects are ;mutal help to each other in case of 
need and hel ofo widows and orphans of diseased soldi er s. 
Sociali bili ty, fra terni ty charity, and loyali ty. The order has 
three trustees and is benevolent. The only opposi tion to the 
order i s from the regular Luthern churches, some of which forbid
4members of those churches from joining the order, and do not 
allow the members of the G A R to wear their badges into their 
churches during funeral services, and do not allow the American
flag to be bough t into the churches during the funral service s
of the soldiers, or allow the order to attend in a body. The moral
influence of the order is good.
The Spanish War veterans No3 meets first and third Tuesdays of 
each month. The principal objects of the order are to promote 
patroticism to country and bind together theose who served 
in the Spanish American War. 
The Sons of Veterans have a membership of 50, and have as the ir
prin. objects the promotlon of patriotism, 
The influence is good morally. 
The standing com. are the visiting and sick com. 
The Mystic Workers of the world ,Enter prise Lodge no. 
meets every first and third Wed. at S. Masonic hall,having 
about 40 members.The prin. objects of the order i s the insu-
rance aspect. THe order seeks to have more members so that pro-
tection is received at a lower cost. 
Womens Relief Corps meets every first and third Fri. at Ko-
nemic Hall Mrs.Brown Pres?
Catholic Relief and Beneficiary Assn. Council no 114. meets 
sec. and four th Wed. of each month a tc olumbia hall.
Equi table Fraternal Union Assembly ,No .2. meets every second 
and fourth Thurs. eve. of each month at I .o .F. hall R Mc Gillan 
Sec. 
Foresters Appleton Court no. 132, meets sec. and fourth
Tues of each month at thier hall on 82I Col. Av. 
( 
50. W. Ni tschke Rec. Sec. 
Fox River Lodge no.209 of the Sons of the Covenant, meets 
sec. ;4nd fourth Snn. at Harris st. School. Prof. Gerechter 
Sec.
The lodge locally at present is small, having about 30 members
but the order Universal and constitutes one of the best Frat-
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ernal Organizations now in existence, and is doing a great
work for the betterment of j ews and humani ty in general The pre-
amble to the constitution of the Independent Order of B) rith 
B'nai, shows that the order has taken upon itself the uniting of 
Jews in the work of promoting thier highest interests and those 
of humanity , of developing and elev ate ing themen tal and moral
character of the people of the Jewish faith; of inculcating
the purest principles of philanthropy, honor and patriotism; 
of supporting science and art ; alleviate the wants of the poor 
and needy; visiting the poor and sick ; coming to the rescue 
of victims of persecution providing for the protection and as-
sisting of the widows and orphans and on the broadest prin-
ciples of humani ty. 
The standing com. are 
Propaganda com., publicity , free employment, sqare deal for the 
Jews. 
The Fraternal Aid Assn. meets every thurs. at S. Masonic hall. 
W Z..Vezey sec. 
The Fraternal order of Eagles, no 574 has a membership of 301. 
men,and meets every wed. night at thier hall on 647 Appleton St. 
The order pays $6. per week sick benefits for 13 consecutive 
weeks in any one year. $75. funeral benefits in case of death
Free medical attendence to memers and thier families, providing
they use the Order's physician.
The three trustees compose the executive com. Liberty Truth,
and Equality are the cardinal virtues of the order. The standards
are high and influence helpful. Thair motto is ''If I can't speak
I 't k i ll h. ' ' well of a man , won speak of im . A large percentage
of the membership are the midle class of working people.
Fraternal Assn. Reserve , meets every first and third Tues. of ea
ch mon th at Temple of Honor hall. 
Knights of Columbus, Br. no. 607 meets thurs. at 816 Col. Av. 
Joseph Plank Grand Knight. 
Knights of Pythias .no. 113 meets thurs nights at castle hall
G.P. Wet tengel Sec .. The order has a member ship of 165 35 of which
are members of the uniform rank, which meets second and fourth
Tues nights at Castle hall .John Ross, Cap't.
The secret work consists of three di visions called ranks, which
. are· symbolical of the 3 principals of the order Friendship chari
ty, and Benevolence . The objects of the order are to visit the
sick, relieve the dist ressed, to watch over the dying , bury the
dead, comfort the widow in her afflictions, andto follow out the 
. 
Golden Rule. The insurance department insures only those of the 
order in the rank of Kni ght. The uniform rank is optional wi th the
members and is recognized and established military branch, of the 
··l:ii 
order. The members are uniformed , beingequipped with either hel-
met and plume or fatigue cap, sword, belt and distinctive dress
of the rank, and engage in drill maneuvers. To become a member
about sixty members. 
The Modern Woodmen of America, meet the second and fourth
Fridays in I. O. O. F. Hall. E.G. Drulinger, secretary. The 
Order has a membership of five hundred and eleven me n . 
orders is to
furnish protect ion at actual cost. There are two standing
c ommi t tee s, vis i t ing t e sick, and the flower c ommi t tee . In tem-
perance is forbidden, and all saloon keepers, bartenders, 
brewers, and distill ers are refused membership. The order is 
opposed by the Zion and ST .Paul Lutheran churches.
The Eastern Star Fidelity Chapter number ninty one, mets 
second and fourth Wednesdays at Zion Temple, Mrs. S.E. Develin
is Secretary. The organization has a membership of about 
two hundred men and women, the masons, and wives, daughters, 
sisters, mothers, and widows of masons. The order is purely 
fraternal and has no insurance department. The moral influe nce
is splendid.
The Royal Arcanum Lodge number 208, mets the second and 
fourth Wednesdays in T of H. Hall, E. .N Johnson Secretary. The or 
order has a membership of 36 men and has standing committees in 
the Regent, Secretary and collector. The order is both insur-
ance and benevolent. 
The Elks are a fraternal Order and lay emphasis upon the f 
fraternal and social aspects. The membership is composed largely
of young professional and business men, the ideals are not so 
8The Moose is a newly established order locally and has a 
member ship of near ly 40 0. 
Women's Clubs in Appleton. 
by 
Helen McNaughton.
I think I am almost safe in saying that every woman in
Appleton belongs to some club or Church Society and many belong
to two or three clubs. Some of the clubs and in fact the 
majority are merely for social purposes, they meet weekly and 
sew or play cards. Then there are numerous ne ighborhood re ad-
ing circles organized to promote sociability among neighbors of 
a certain community. These read the late novels or the Current 
Magazines, there are really only about a dozen clubs that study 
as far as I could f i nd out. The membership in these clubs is 
limited, the club with the smallest membership is the· Novel History
which has twelve menbers. Some have as many as thenty-five. 
In all cases the menbers have to be elected by the club members.
Enumerating the various clubs that study there is first 
the "Clio" with a membership of twenty-five. The off i cers are 
President-Vice President-Secretary and Treasurer. The members
of this club are for the most part wives of the business men of 
the city. This winter they are studying the modern English novel, 
novels such as"The Woman in White"; "Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush"; 
"Far from the Maddening Crowd". One or two of these novels are 
reviewed at a meeting. Each year the Clio Club takes care of a 
flower box in front of the public library. This is the only work 
that they do along the line of civic improvement .
Then there is the Monday Club wi th a membership of 
twenty made up also of wives of the business men. The officers 
are the same as in the Clio, namely President, Vice President,
Secre tary and Treasurer. This win ter the Monday Club is study-
ing "Holland"- its history - the principal cities, the art, etc. 
The Tuesday Club has a membership of twenty one most of 
whom are the wives of business men. This year the club is study-
ing "England and Wales". At a typical meeting they first have a 
roll call responded to by quotations from English authors, then 
at one meeting they had papers on "Cambridge, the University and 
College"-"Oxford, the University and College"- Reading "The Dream" 
by Lord Byron. The officers in this club are President, Vice 
President, Secretary and Treasurer.
The Wednesday Club has twenty five members made up of the
prominent women of the city. · The off ice rs are the . same as those 
mentioned above. They are studying this year the "Historical 
novel". The f irst thing in the meeting are the current events,
"Sir Walter Scott-his life" and "The Talisman." This is the pro-
gram for one day. 
The Tourist Club is composed of young ladies who are teaching
here and young married women of the city. The membership in 
this club is limited to sixteen. Their officers are President, 
Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. This year they are 
studying "Scandanavia"- \a typical program "The Age of the Vik-
ing" - "OldNorse and Icelandic Literature."
........... .. 
The Travel Club is limited to fifteen made up of prominent
married ladies in the city.
At one meeting t h is was the program "Socrates"-"Plato"
"The Academics"- Readings
. • The officers are the same as the 
city. It is made up of the wives of the prominent business men
of the West End and has a membership of eighteen. 
they are studying Canada. This is a typical program "Lake 
Champlain "- "Lake Huron "- "Quebec- founding-growth-governmen t
of Quebec"- "Champlain early life-Influence on the restoration
of Quebec".
The Over the Teacups Club ia one of the newer clubs of the 
city made up of wives of the business men. The membership in 
this club is about twenty and the officers are President- Vice 
President- Secretary and Treasurer. The program cons is ts of
current events and a good serial taken from one of the leading
magazines.
The Novel Hisory Club is compared of young unmarried
ladies in the city. There are twelve members and this year 
they are studying the history of Austria Hungary.
There is a club studying the life and works of Kipling
and another the life and works of Dickens. 
The_ . is a secret society on the orderof a sorority. 
. 
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It is a National organixation and has a membership here of about
It is made up of married ladies for the most part 
This society is of a philanthropic nature, the aim being the
higher education of girls. Each chapter, however takes up
definite line of study each winter and here the society is study-
ing "Tennyson". The majority of these clubs take up just their
weekly program and do not do much in the line of civic improve-
ment. At present, however, the different clubs are thinking
of engaging a trained nurse who will go around and visit the 
various schools and make physical examinations of the children 
and take care of the people who cannot afford the services of a 
trained nurse. 
Besides these clubs are the City Relief Society made up of 
prominent Appleton women who look after the needs of the poor 
in the city. There are similar organizations among the German 
Ladies and the Jewish Ladies. 
Among the Catholic women in St. Joseph's Church there is 
the "Socie ty of Chr is tain Mothers''. About three hundred in 
number. The young Ladies Sodali ty with an approximate
membership of one hundred and seventy and the St. Rosa Society 
for young girls from thirteen to sixteen with an approximate
membership of one hundred. These societies meet monthly and 
are lead by one of the Fathers who talks on subjects suitable 
to each society, subjects pertaining to their moral and spirit;-
ual life. 
- - . 
. 
. · 
In the St. Mary's Church there is an Aid Society made up of 
women in the church and the work carr ied on is somewhat s im il ar
to that of the f .irst one above mentioned as far as I could learn. 
The Lady Foresters incl ude the women of the three Catholic 
Churches here and has a membership of about one hundred. Usually
they have lectures on topics pertaining to the church or questions · 
of the day given by some Father or out of town speaker. 
Every church in the city has societies for their women and 
young ladies for the purpose of promoting sociability among the 
church members and for mutual benef it. 
This list by no means covers al .l the clubs in the city but 
some of the most important ones. 
PLAYGROUNDS OF APPLETON.
BY
C. C. PLANK. 
A fundamental feature of every normal human life being its 
physicial conditions, intelligent provision of means to maintain 
and improve that conditions needs no apology. 
Suitable provisions for public physicial welfare is found 
scarcely anywhere in American Ci ties or Country districts, except 
where it has been artificial made during the past thrity .years 
or less.
Appleton, however, is blessed with a natural park about eight 
acres in extent to be used only for the enjoyment of the young 
and as a place of rest for the older people. 
About two years ago Mr. George c . Jones, an elderly resident
of this city, voluntarily gave this park, found between Lawrence
and Prospect Street and.County Streets to the city, to be used 
only as a municipal play ground, with the provision however that th 
the city is to provide it with the necessary equipemnts. 
Last year, being the first year in the possession of the ci ty ,
not much was done, but work on the park is to be started at once 
and to be carried out each year until its presents one of the 
most picturesque, healthful and useful spots in the city. 
As we are aware the park lies in a deep ravine whose sides 
rise to a heigth of fifty feet or more and this very fact is going
.. •. ... -
/ 
to be a good factor in making the park and ideal place of beauty. 
A winding road leads down from Pearl St thru the park following 
the south slope, commanding a view of the entire park, on both
sides of the road shade trees are to be set out and undoubtedly 
it will be an inevitable fact s Mr. Jones declares that this drive 
will be the most popular one in the city in a few years. There 
is to be another drive leading to and around a large circle one 
hundred feet in diameter on the west side of the park, in the 
center of the circle will be a fountain aroung which are to be 
flower beds and flowering shrubs of various descriptions. 
A walk will lead from Appleton St. following the north slope 
entirely around to Lawrence St. and boarding the walk will be
three rising tiers of shrubbery while about on the hill side 
will be strewn green vines presenting a veritable sheen of green
foliage and flowers. 
Last summer an excellent ball diamond was laid out for the 
boys and thissummer in addition will be two tennis courts, a wading 
pool about one hundred feet in diamter and perhaps a swimming 
pool for the boys. 
Out near the future a rest house is to be built to provide 
the mothers with a place to which they can come forgetting the 
caresof domestic life and rest amid the glories of nature, conduct 
and happy to watch their little ones in the great exstasy of 
· chilsidh play which the place will so abundaidly afford. 
Appleton as yet has had no director for its playground but this
factor must come as evidence by the boystrous condition of affairs 
last summer. Mr. Jones states that he hopes under the new form 
of govermen t , more interest will be taken in this work. Without 
a director the bully element is in evidence and the giving and 
weak are crowded out. A crowd of adull loafers often drive the boys 
from the diamond and use it themselves.. These conditions would 
not exist or a directed playground. The director interests himself 
in every child weak or strong good or bad. Smoking, gambling and 
profanity are forbidden and the boy develops under conditions that 
are more conducing to his moral and physicial welfare. 
Perhaps it would not be unniversal to suggest while we are 
advancing the playground movement here, that playgrounds seldom 
do much in winter except to provide skating and sliding for the 
children. This means that there must be serviceable shelter and 
some provision for indoor work. A playground building is as import-
ant certainly as an open air space. Both should go together for 
in winter a childs pleasure must be provided for as this need is 
being met by a movement to open the public schools evenings ( and 
) 
especially the High School) for purposes of recreation and instruct-
tion of those particularly who are engaged in work during the day, 
as in summer. 
Now the movement has received a propositions start and de-
serves strong public support. 
• - •• • .... 
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PHYSICIAL RECREATIONS IN APPLETON. 
BY 
w. E. RASMUSSON
The majority of citizen do not take special exercise each 
day, because they have not the means, or because they are physical
laborers, or because they have not th inclination the lack of 
which may be due to lack of knowledge as to the benefits of reser-
vation. 
The particular classes needing such exercise most are the 
clerks, salesmen, teachers, students, and all others whose labors 
in mental rather than physicial, indoor workers need exercise out-
door more than out door laborer. 
The men whose labor takes them outdoor and is mascular in 
nature of course do not take physicial exercise, but clerks, ste-
nographers etc. take but little. However many of the lower classes 
may be found in public dance halls on occasions. 
There is no public gymnasium in our city, because such an 
institutions would require a community spirit not yet sufficiently 
possessed by Appleton citizen. 
There are two semi-public gymnasiums, one at the High School, 
one at Lawrence College. 
These are used by students only, and then usually by the more 
expert a thlete
. 
THEATERS & PICTURE SHOWS IN APPLETON.
BY 
L. H. SWAIN. 
Theaters and picture shows are generally the same in all 
towns and cities and rank according to population especially 
those of the theater proper. 
We have in Appleton one first class Theater under the manag-
ment of the great electrical firm of Klan and Euloger who run a 
number of houses in this state under distined theatical circuit 
for first class plays. This theater ranks in size and equipment 
about equally with other theaters within the state in cities of 
same population or same much larger. This theater has a securing 
capacity of about twelve hundred people, but the attendance varies 
to a great degree. The attendance is according to the class of the 
play the kind and according to its popularity at other plays. It 
is not regular because the plays do not come regularly. This theate 
averages from three to four hundred. Here may be five shows a 
week or other things, at the theater one week and in another
week there may be nothing at all,. Generally all the plays at re-
gular theatrical prices of fifty, seventy-five dollar and dollar 
and a half draw the best crowd but sometimes this is reversed
and cheap plays have largest attendance, but generally when a play 
takes well in a larger city it has a good attendence here. The 
time when played also tends to divide the attendence.
This theater is patronized by all classes of people, but 
according to the show . The high priced shows draw the most well to 
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do and best class of people while the cheaper plays draw the poores 
and lower class of people. This is the general tendency all over. 
In having taken this theater separated from the others will give 
the employers or rather give the working force at this theater 
separately from the others. There is a manager placed here by the 
Klan & Eulouger firm, who is also treasurer. He has under him 
a ticket seller, a stage carpenter, electrician and five extra 
hands. These men have no regular hours but work, only when there 
is to be so.me play or other acts at the theater.The manager works 
or has his position by the year at a stalled salary, while the 
others in the theater are paid by the hour. 
The second class of theater is the Vaudville house. It is 
called the Bijou because of its connection with the Bijou circuit 
of vaudville houses. It is situated on Oneida St. just across 
from the Sherman Hotel. This Bijou is one of the six houses of the 
,. 
Bij ou circdi t in this state, but ranks a little below the others 
.\ in size, decoration and accomodation. Has a seating capacity of abou 
five thousand and the attendance is on an average of four hundred 
a day. The admission at the Bijou is ten cents in afternoon and 
fifteen in the evening. The play from an hour in the afternoon, 
from three oclock till four and then are two performances in the 
evening, beginning from seven thirty and lasting till half after 
nine. For one performance they give three vaudville acts,two moving 
pictures and two songs. The specialty acts are varied as attrac-
tion. Some are good and some are.poor. The Bijou changes its per-
formance twice a week, on Monday and Thursday. The attendance at 
THE Bijou is of all classes of people, and not to one class alone. 
The working force is made up of manager, stage manager, two 
ushers, moving picture operator, ticket seller,and a stage hand, 
and a orchestra made up of pianist and drummer. 
All paid according to hours or rather by the week, They have 
only to work while performances are going on. In all cases have 
been unable to get the wages that are paid to the men employed. 
Now we come to the third class of theaters, which are made 
up of moving picture shows. There are three of them in Appleton 
all located on College Ave. in the business district. MerMac and 
Elite. They are all very nearly alike. The MerMac has the largest 
seating capacity, it being four hundred, the Elite next with one 
hundred and eighty. For ventilation and best comfort, the Mer Mac
is a lead. The admission fee is five cents for each theater. In 
many places in other cities admission is from five to twenty five
cents. A performance generally last about a half hour. It includes 
about three pictures, sometimes four, and an illustrated song. These 
five cent theaters are almost owned by individuals who have on the
working force, an electrician operator, ticket seller doorman,
song singer and one or two ushers. The moving picture shows by the 
licensed firms and the independent firms. The licenced firms have 
all their films examined and passed by National Board of Censorship
of New York. All firms manufacturing in New york, state must·have 
their pictures passed by this·Board. The independent firms act, 
independently and do not have their pictures examined by a Nation-
al Board. Firms for manufacturing films are numerous. Name of
some of most important are the Thanhouser, Biogiaph, Imp, Bison,
Lubin, Vitegraph, American, Film Co. Chicago, Powers, Edison and 
Selig. There are numerous foreign makes also, as the Pafhef,eres, 
Gaumunt and Essanay. 
All five cent shows have very attractive frauds and music
to attract the public. 
. 
,., 
ART GALLERIES AND ART EXHIBITS 
IN APPLETON, BY 
FRANCES JOHNSTON.
There are no art societies in Appleton, neither are 
there any public art galleries. There are some very good 
art stores, which usually have copies of the best pictures 
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in the windows. Most of the store windows are very artistically 
arranged, and the interior of most of the stores tend to have 
a good influence by their orderliness and neatness. A 
suggestion of what might be done in public art is that the schools 
have exhibits of copies of the world's famous paintings. 
These pictures are sent out for a certain length of time by 
art societies in the large cities. Tickets for the exhibits 
are sold by the school children. 
I saw no bad architecture in the churches. In my opinion 
the Episcopal church represents the finest. arc hi tecture; the 
Congregational has the most artistic interior decorations and 
windows, and the best choir. The music in the German Catholic 
Church is very good, and the high arched style of the ceiling 
is very beautiful. The finest hymns are found in the Methodist 
Church. 
An excellent bronze monument in memory of The Civil War 
consisting of a group of three soldiers in action on the 
battlefield, is being erected opposite the City Library on 
Oneida St. 
. 
DOMESTIC AND PRI VATE ART IN APPLETON
BY
VERONA C. KOCH.
By driving about the streets of Appleton an d thus getting
- -
a general survey of the town we are impress d by the fact that
the citizens as a whole, take a great deal of pride and interest 
in the outside appearance of their home s.
The yards for the most part are fairly well taken care of,
the gr ass is kept mowed, 1 i ttle garden plots are of ten found in
the rear part of the yards, and these are generally neat and
free from weeds, tho of course there are many gardens that are 
not so well taken care of. The yards in front of the house
are usually ornamented with flowers, and (here) in this, more 
than in any other feature of the general appearance of the places., · 
we may note the great diversity in the artistic tastes of people.
In many well kept yards we find the lawns having large flower beds
But the colors of the flowers are often poorly chosenand flowers
of every shape, shade and color are mi xed in great confusion. 
Other places decorated with flowers are found to be very artistic.
In several cases people in this town have spent large sums of 
. . 
money to secure the work of men skilled in the art of floral 
decoration, to leave them plan the arrangement of flower beds, 
and set out the shrubbery and bulbs and so for th. The effect 
secured by this · very careful choice and arrangement is beau tiful.
. 
a rule unsightly building are screened by a lattice work 
or hid from view by vines, there are of course many exceptions 
to the rule. In many places there are old rickety fences, the 
remova of which would greatly improve the general appearance
of places.
There are some districts, as for example parts of the upper 
Fourth Ward, where there seems to be an utter lack of interest 
in the beautifying of the home, and its surroundings. At the 
north end of State St. near Second Avenue we have a very deplor-
able state of aff airs owing to the fact that junk dealers live 
in that locality and keep things in a disorderly condition. 
In the Fifth and Third wards we find places that are greatly 
in need of improvement. Some of these places could be made 
really homelike if a little more interest were taken in the 
yards about the homes. In the last five years that part of
. . 
the First ward near Second Avenue has greatly improved and 
some of the homes. which were dirty and lonesome looking have 
become very cosy and inviting. 
Many of the improvements are no doubt due to the interest 
some people have taken in the beautifying of Apple ton, who have 
undertaken to conduct contests to offer prizes and so encourage 
the improvement of home surroundings. Prizes were offered for 
the best back yard improvemen ts, and for the greatest improvemerts 
in boulsvards, parks, etc .
The first of these contests was started in April of 1907.
e n t e r e v e r y e n h • s a s t 1· ,... a l lcally, the people
fences were removed, flower beds made, lawns raised and leveled
and lattice work built to hide u ns i
--- .... sightly build i ngs.
e s t i n t e b e au t i n g ... 0 v e m e + J. y g m m • • 
It was not alone the adults that took part in the improve-
ments, the children too, had an interest in the movement. Almost
ever y ch il d wo r e a 1 i t t 1 e p in w i th t he i ns c r i p t ion : " C 1 e an C i t y 
C l e r k " , up o n i t . The object of the little folks club was to keep
the parks, boulsvards, lawns and other places clean and orderly,
and many a time cne could see a 1 i ttle boy or girl running to catch
a piece of paper that was blowing along the street and carry it 
off to a waste paper can. 
One of the results of the enthusiasm about improvement
showed itself in the way of public improvement. The North-
western depot on Oneida Street was improved, a park was made 
ttere and shrubbery planted . At the St. Paul depot down in 
the Flats we find a similar improvement. 
All the improvements had been conducted under the auspices 
of private organixations previous to May 1910 at which time the
president of the Commercial Club appointed members of a Civic 
Improvement Committee in whose hands the work was then placed. 
The Committee was appointed too late in the spring to accomplish
a great deal. The chairman tried to interest the city in the
beautifying of Ravines and other public property but he failed 
to get the cooperation of the city in this work for it was at the
Very little was
accomplished last year by the Civic Improvement Association.
is the intention of the members to make definite well formed
It
p
l an s e a r l y i n t e s pr i n th ·i s ye a r i n t h e h ope o f a c c om l i s h i n gg m
gre at work.
On l y two yards in the c  i t y hav e f oun t ai n s • 
l 
vorner of Harr is and Durkee and the other is on the corner of 
Col le ge Avenue and Law Streets. .At the foot of Law Street near
the bridge we f ind the remains of an old fountain. 
of the yards have statuary. 
Not any 
The houses of Appleton taken as a whole are of a mixture of 
architectural atyles. When people go to an architect to have 
plans drawn for a house they know pretty well what they wantin 
the way of dimensions and general arrangements of the house, and it
is the task of the architect to make the plans with that as a 
basis. He canLot conform strictly to any one style of architect-
ure but having rather a mixture of several styles. 
In the last five or ten years I find that the houses were 
built for the most part with .:;olonial porches. 
There is one house in this town which holds more closely 
perhaps than any one other to one form of arch i tee ture. That 
house is situated on the north east corner of Law Street and 
College Avenue. It is built in Old English Style. On the west
corner of Franklin Street and Park Avenue there is a .house built 
in decidedly Old English Style with the one break in the porch 
which is colonial which was the choice of the owners of the prop-
erty. 
In an archi tectural journal issued some years age there was 
a question why some American did not invent a style of architect-
ure that would be called American, instead of drawing on the 
Europeon styles. This question was answered down in California 
by the erection of the Bungalow which is fast gaining in popul-
ari ty. 
The house s on the whole are restful and home 1 ike and express
in varying degree the fine ideals of life. In this as in every 
other feature of dome st ic and private art we find striking 
peculiarities as in the choice of color for exterior painting,
but in general the colors are not especially gaudy and inharmon-
ious. 
In the matter of interior decoration and furnishing there is 
a wide difference in the tastes of people. In some homes the 
wall paper is very artlessly chosen. The paper is of a bright 
color with large figures and a deep border, One often sees the 
enlarged photographs of every member of the family including the
grandmothers and grandfathers" for at least four generations, · 
staring blankly down at him from the walls in every room. The 
carpet in these homes is usually bright colored, with large
flowers and the furniture is old fashioned and upholstered in 
• • . • 
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r ed or gre en. In these homes oneusually finds a great
amount of brickabrack set around on shelves and corner brackets
The rooms in
homes like these are often poorly lighted for there is a great
e 0 lh br ghtly c - d furnishings of 
From
affair s is prevalen t in only about one f ifth of the homes of
Appleton and in those there is a great difference in the degree 
of inharmonious effects. 
In by far the greater number of homes in this town, good 
pictures, which lend variety and beauty to the surr-
oundings, are to be found. The wall paper or calsomine as the 
t 
case may be, harmonises with the rugs and furniture of the room. 
The furniture is plain, clean and sanitary. We don't find any 
furniture that is marely to look at, but instead it is substantial,
comfortable and made for use. The rooms are well lighted.
There are 633 pianos in this town that are assessed, but 
this is not nearly the number of pianos owned in this town. The 
The approximate number of pianos owned in Appleton is one thousand. 
The houses built in the last ten or fifteen years are well 
arranged, the rooms are of a good size, and are warm and comfort-
able. There are a great many old houses in Appleton which are 
very poorly arranged, but many of them are being torn down from 
year to year and new ones erected in their places. 
There are few really poorly dressed people in Appleton. The 
relative number of poor in this town is lower than ln most other
towns in this locality.
and factories here especially in pape r mi 11 s . It is this
class of girls who as a rule are the first to adopt any new kind
of dress. The f i rs t hob 1 e d re s s e s we re worn by t h e s e gir l s,
and many of the other extreme styles for ladies are first taken 
up by these girls. They spend a greater part of their earnings
for their clothes and in their choice of these they show very 
poor judgment, especially in the way of color plan. In going
through the mills we find that almost all
hair in the most extreme styles. 
girls wear their
The really well dressed woman, meaning by this the woman not
conspicuously dressed is found usually in the upper middle class 
where culture and refinement predominate. Among this class we
very often find a touch of the extreme styles, as the hobble dress
but it is not carried out to such degree as that found in the
lower, middle and in the upper class.. The color plan in the 
attire of the well dressed woman is simple and inconspicuous. 
In the upper class we find with some exceptions, the more
elaborately dressed women and while the color plan is very 
harmonious, the effect is attractive because of its richness 
and brillancy.
This grouping is very arbitrary based principally upon the 
financial wealth of the people, tho very often this is merely a
matter of conjecture. In speaking of the attire of people I 
mean not only their street apparel but I have taken into consider-
ation other occasions as well.
In the matter of men's I do not feel that there is 
the first 
such a marked division into classes . It is quite generally 
true that in the men of Laurence College are 
to adopt new fads in dress. This was noticeably true a few years 
ago in the case of the green hat, as soon as the young men of the 
town adapted it, it rapidly grew into disfavor among the college 
men. The same was true in the case of peg top trowsers with 
high cuffs, and the gaudy hosiery. These fads seem destined to 
be longer lived than the above mentioned green hat, for altho
the young men of the town and to a large extent the older men 
have adopted this style of attire it continues to be popular 
among the young men at Laurence.
I 
The same pr inc ipal I think should be true in judging men' s
attire as women's, that he who would be well dressed should not 
be conspicuously dressed. 
PUBLIC PARKS IN APPLETON 
BY 
F. E. MILLER. 
There are four parks in Appleton. The park known as the City 
Park, has an area of four city blocks. It is situated in the 
first ward and is bounded on the north by North St. on the east 
by Union St., on the south by Franklin St., and on the west by 
Drew St. With its beautiful trees, shrubbery, bandstand, walks, 
and seats, it has an elevating influence on that section of the 
city, alsomaterially increaing the value of the surroundtng pro-
perty. Its fountain located nearly in the center of the park. 
is an attraction, and its artesian well is much utilized. 
Jones Park donated to the city by Mr. Jones lies in a valley 
surrounded by hills, at the south end of Appleton St. and near 
Prospect St. It being the only park that has childrens' playgrounds
the chance of imrpovement would be great. It affords other means
of recreation such as skating and ball playing.
The third ward park known as the Public Square is a small 
park consisting of four city lots and is situated at blocks five 
and eight Grant st. In summer it is used as a ballground by the 
boys, and would be a good location for a childrens playground. 
The Alice Reid Park was recently given to the city by Mr.
Alexander Reid. As you enter the park, a driveway winds through to
a building could be remodled into a very attractive pavilion. The 
park is situated on the banks of the Fox River. 
With its trees. flowers, and artesian well, it could be transfor 
med into an ideal park. Its accessibility would be increased by
a car line. It could be improved by the putting in boulevard
along the river b ank to be used as a driveway. 
As to the value of the parks, the city has no fixed cash 
value on any of its parks. 
The expense of maintenan e for the past year was $1500. 
The oity has no l aws concerning bill boards. 
The streets and lawns of our city are well shaded with trees 
and the trees are fairly well taken care of. 
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS OF APPLETON. 
BY
ELLA KARNOPP.
There are only three buildings that have been put up by the 
city. They are the Library and the to Engine houses. The library
cost $3,500. Engine House No 1cost $1500 and Engine House No. 2
$3000. The rest of the public buildings are the Post Office, Cour
House, Jail, Armory, three depots and new Post Office which is 
being built. There are no public monuments, but a soldiers monu-
ment is to be built next summer on the vacant lot across from th
library. The cost of this monument is to be $6000. The library &
court house are good looking buildings, well built & wel l fur-
nished andthe surroundings are good. The rest of the building 
are beautiful in themselves, but are not well situated, and so d
not harmonize with each other. The two Railroad stations across
thr river, St. Paul & Ashland division are not beautiful nor com-
modious, and the surroundings are very bad. They are stuck in a
mong factories,and there does not seem to be any aim to keep them
neat and clean. The Northwester depot is kept in better condi tion
. . . . 
. 
and is better situated, but there is still room for improvement.
There is no informity of design in the building no two are
alike as to form or material, some are low and some are tall and 
in the other emperior buildings 
very much from the beauty of the building. There is
no group plan, they seem to be placed on any vacant lot that 
happens to have been at the disposal of the city. The armory 
would be splendid looking building, if the buildings next it 
harmonized with it, but right aside it stands a little wooden 
hut, which spoils the whole effect. Many cities are adopting 
plan of placing the public buildings in a square & having them 
all built on the same plan. In this way the buildings can be ke
neat and orderly, and it will add very much to the beauty of th
city.
